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1. Introduction

One of the main research topics in mathematical physics is the study of symmetries
in dynamical (mechanical) systems and field theories. From a more mathematical point
of view, such studies of symmetries involve the analysis of ordinary and partial differ-
ential equations; this is because symmetries are associated with conserved quantities or
conservation laws, which give fundamental information about the physical system. The
foundational work on symmetries in physical systems is that of Emmy Noether, ref. [1]. The
general underlying concept of symmetry in a physical system was first presented as the
invariance of the equations of motion under a transformation on the phase space of the
system. In the more modern geometric formulation of classical mechanics and classical
field theories, symmetries are usually characterized by demanding the invariance of some
underlying geometric structure from which the preservation of the equations of motions is
included as a consequence.

The multisymplectic formulation of classical field theories takes place on the the
multivelocity and multimomentum phase spaces where the Lagrangian and De Donder–
Weyl Hamiltonian formulations are developed. These phase spaces are fiber bundles
$ : M → M over an orientable m-dimensional manifold M (typically spacetime) where m >
1. In particular, M is either a jet bundle in the Lagrangian formalism or a bundle of forms (or
a quotient of them) in the Hamiltonian formalism. This formulation of classical field theories
can be viewed as a geometric extension of the classical mechanics of non-autonomous
systems for which m = 1. Furthermore, the phase spaces for field theories are endowed with
a characteristic geometric structure: a multisymplectic or premultisymplectic form Ω ∈
Ωm+1(M ) (depending on the regularity of the theory). In practice, the (pre)multisymplectic
structures are constructed by starting from the Lagrangian function of the field theory under
investigation [2–7]. Then, the field equations (the Euler–Lagrange equations or the the
Hamilton–De Donder–Weyl equations) are stated geometrically using the corresponding
(pre)multisymplectic forms.
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All symmetries, along with their associated conserved quantities and conservation
laws, have been studied extensively in the geometric framework, both in the Lagrangian
setting [2–5,7–12] and in the corresponding De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian setting [6,9,13],
where the symmetries which preserve the (pre)multisymplectic forms are called Noether or
Cartan symmetries. The geometric presentation of Noether symmetries in field theories
culminates with the statement of the geometric version of Noether’s theorem [4,9,13–17].
We have paid special attention to the multimomentum maps which are the fundamental
conserved quantities associated with Noether symmetries. These are the generalization
of the momentum maps of symplectic mechanics to the multisymplectic setting for field
theory. (Multi)momentum maps are the relevant quantities for performing a symmetry
reduction procedure. However, the multisymplectic reduction of field theories is currently,
in general, an unsolved problem under research [18–21]. For the analogous geometric
construction of symmetries in (first-order) non-autonomous mechanical systems in which
M = R, the corresponding results for the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms can be
found, for instance, in [22–24].

Singular field theories are invariant under a family of Noether symmetries called
geometric gauge symmetries which are linked to the degeneracy of the Lagrangian and
are generated on the premultisymplecic phase spaces by vector fields which lie in the
kernel of the premultisymplectic forms. However, the term “gauge symmetry” is used in
various different contexts throughout the literature [25]; such contexts will be discussed in
Section 2.4. The so-called geometric gauge symmetries form gauge orbits on the premulti-
symplectic phase space which define equivalence classes. Physical states which lie in the
same gauge orbit differ from one another by a geometric gauge transformation and are said
to be gauge equivalent.

This paper has three main aims which are as follows. The first aim of this work is to
review and broaden the discussion about the geometric structures and properties regarding
the study of symmetries of first-order classical field theories and is mainly based on the
previous papers [14,15]. The second main goal of this work is to clarify and enhance
the relationship between the geometric treatment of classical field theories found in the
mathematics literature and the equivalent approaches which are standard in theoretical
physics. We believe this second goal is especially important as there seem to be several gaps
in the dialogue between the communities of theoretical physics and differential geometry
in this regard. In the theoretical physics literature, it is standard to work on spaces of
sections of some of the fiber bundles mentioned here, while in the differential geometry
literature, the analysis of field theories is conducted on the fiber bundles themselves. For
example, in theoretical physics it is standard to develop the Lagrangian formulation of field
theories on the space of sections of the multivelocity phase space where the Lagrangian
function is taken to be a functional of the fields and its spacetime derivatives, while in
the mathematics literature, typically, the Lagrangian function is taken to be a function on
the multivelocity phase space itself as mentioned earlier. The equivalence between these
approaches will be made precise throughout the paper with Sections 3.2 and 3.3 being of
upmost importance to this aim. Finally, the third aim of this paper is to detail some of the
subtleties that arise in the analysis of symmetries when dealing with field theories that are
singular in the De Donder–Weyl sense. The main goals of this paper mentioned above will
be further pursued through the geometric analysis of specific field theories that are relevant
in theoretical physics.

This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the main definitions and results
regarding the various types of symmetries along with the corresponding conserved quanti-
ties and multimomentum maps in the geometric framework of generic (pre)multisymplectic
bundles. Some new clarifying ideas regarding Noether and gauge symmetries are also
provided. Section 3 is devoted to explaining how to lift diffeomorphisms and vector fields
from the base space to the corresponding jet bundle; this is important in order to char-
acterize the most common types of symmetries in physics. In Section 4, which contains
the main contribution of the work, the definitions and results of Section 2 are adapted to
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the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian descriptions of classical field theories. Additionally, the
so-called Lagrangian symmetries arising in Lagrangian field theories are discussed. The
connection with the physical interpretation of all these ideas is detailed. Finally, in Section 5,
the symmetries of some typical theories in theoretical physics are displayed. Basic notions
on multivector fields are given in Appendix A.

The classical field theories discussed here exhibit various kinds of symmetries that
are typical in theoretical physics. The Nambu–Goto action for bosonic strings, which is
invariant under the full group of diffeomorphisms (local point transformations) of the
string worldsheet, is studied in the multisymplectic setting in Section 5.1. The string
action can be thought of as a matter action of a two-dimensional field theory coupled
to gravity; it is well-known that, in this sense, the Nambu–Goto action is invariant only
under spacetime isometries and not under the full group of spacetime diffeomorphisms
as is General Relativity. This is typical for matter theories, including Yang–Mills which is
presented subsequently. The symmetry of spacetime isometries, as well as the SU(N) gauge
symmetry, of Yang–Mills is discussed Section 5.2. The Chern–Simons theory with gauge
group SU(N) is the only theory discussed in this work (in Section 5.3) that is invariant
under the full group of spacetime diffeomorphisms. Finally, in Sections 5.4 and 5.5, we
discuss the electric and magnetic Carrollian scalar field theories which are invariant only
under Carroll transformations of spacetime; for more information on Carrollian field
theories see, for example, ref. [26] and references therein.

Some comments about notation: X(M ) and Ωk(M ) denote the C∞(M )-modules of
vector fields and differential k-forms on a manifold M , respectively; L(X)Ω denotes the
Lie derivative of a differential form Ω with respect to a vector field X, and i(X)Ω is the
inner contraction between X and Ω.

All manifolds are taken to be real, second countable, and C∞. All maps are also C∞.
Sum over repeated indices (Einstein notation) is understood.

2. Symmetries on (Pre)multisymplectic Fiber Bundles

This section is devoted to the introduction of the main concepts and properties regarding
symmetries and conserved quantities (i.e., conservation laws) on (pre)multisymplectic manifolds.
This presentation is made in the generic geometric framework of (pre)multisymplectic fiber
bundles which are the relevant structures on which classical field theories are constructed.
The structures discussed in this section will later be particularized to the specific contexts of
the Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms for classical field theories. The fundamental
ideas in this section are taken from [14]. For the proofs of the results and other details, see
also [13–15].

2.1. (Pre)Multisymplectic Bundles

Given a differentiable manifold M , a differential form Ω ∈ Ωm(M ) is 1-nondegenerate
if, for every p ∈ M and Y ∈ X(M ), it follows that i(Y)Ω|p = 0 ⇐⇒ Y|p = 0. Then,
Ω ∈ Ωm(M ) is said to be a multisymplectic form if it is closed and 1-nondegenerate and
(M , Ω) is called a multisymplectic manifold. Alternatively, Ω is called a premultisym-
plectic form if it is closed and 1-degenerate and (M , Ω) is called a premultisymplectic
manifold. If Ω is an exact form, then it is called an exact (pre)multisymplectic form and
the couple (M , Ω) is called a (pre)multisymplectic system.

The geometric framework for Lagrangian and Hamiltonian field theories consists of a
fiber bundle $ : M → M over an orientable manifold M (dim M = m > 1, dim M = N + m).
The volume form on M is denoted ω ∈ Ωm(M) (with ω also denoting $∗ω), and M is
endowed with an exact multisymplectic or premultisymplectic form (depending on the
regularity of the theory) Ω = −dΘ ∈ Ωm+1(M ) for some Θ ∈ Ωm(M ). Furthermore, the
(pre)multisymplectic form satisfies the variational condition i(Z1) i(Z2) i(Z3)Ω = 0, for all
$-vertical vector fields Z1, Z2, Z3 ∈ XV($)(M ), which allows for the field equations to be
obtained from a variational principle.
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The solution to the variational problem on M is sections ψ : M→M of the projection
$ which solve the field equations given by

ψ∗ i(X)Ω = 0, for every X ∈ X(M ).

Equivalently, the solutions to the variational problem are integral sections of a m-multivector
field (see Appendix A) contained in a class of integrable, $-transverse (i.e., X ∈ kerm Ω),
m-multivector fields {X} ⊂ Xm(M ) which satisfy the field equations which are now
written as

i(X)Ω = 0 , (1)

where the $-transversality condition can be set, without loss of generality, as

i(X)ω = 1. (2)

The couple (M , Ω) is usually called a (pre)multisymplectic system.
In general, solvable premultisymplectic systems admit stable solutions to the field

equations on some submanifold S ⊆ M which is obtained by applying a constraint
algorithm (see Section 4.4 and [27] for more details); the submanifold S is called the final
constraint submanifold, and the physical states of the field theory under investigation are
the sections of the projection $ whose images are on S.

2.2. Conserved Quantities and Symmetries

In geometric mechanics, conserved quantities are functions on the phase space which
are invariant under the advance along the dynamical trajectories given by the integral
curves of some dynamical vector fields. The invariance condition is stated by demanding
the vanishing of the Lie derivative of the functions representing the conserved quantity
with respect to the dynamical vector field solution to the equations of motion. For field
theories, there is an analogous geometrical way to introduce this concept using multivector
fields to represent the solutions to the field equations.

Let (M , Ω) be a (pre)multisymplectic system.

Definition 1. A conserved quantity of the (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω) is a form α ∈
Ωm−1(M ) which satisfies L(X)α = (−1)m+1 i(X)dα = 0 for every locally decomposable and
$-transverse multivector field X ∈ kerm Ω (i.e., which satisfies Equations (1) and (2)).

Conserved quantities are characterized by the following property: if α ∈ Ωm−1(M ) is
a conserved quantity and X ∈ kerm Ω is a $-transverse integrable multivector field, then α
is closed on the integral submanifolds of X; that is, if jS : S ↪→M is an integral submanifold
of X, then dj∗Sα = 0.

Remark 1. Conserved quantities in field theories appear as conservation laws or conserved
currents as, for every α ∈ Ωm−1(M ) and X ∈ Xm(M ), if ψ : M → M is an integral section
of X such that ψ∗α ∈ Ωm−1(M), then there is a unique vector field Xψ∗α ∈ X(M) such that
i(Xψ∗α)η = ψ∗α. It follows that the divergence of Xψ∗α is the function divXψ∗α ∈ C∞(M)
defined as L(Xψ∗α)ω = (divXψ∗α)Ω which satisfies (divXψ∗α) η = dψ∗α. Therefore, as a
consequence of the above property, α is a conserved quantity if, and only if, divXψ∗α = 0; hence,
Stokes theorem assures that in every bounded domain U ⊂ M,∫

∂U
ψ∗α =

∫
U
(divXψ∗α) η =

∫
U

dψ∗α = 0.

The form ψ∗α is called the current associated with the conserved quantity α. This result associates
a conservation law on M to every conserved quantity on M .
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The field equations are partial differential equations (PDE’s), and symmetries are (local)
diffeomorphisms that transform solutions to the field equations into equivalent solutions.
In geometric mechanics, this property is stated using the vector fields which generate the
symmetries (by their flows) and the dynamical vector fields which solve the equations of
motion. For field theories, there is a similar geometric procedure using multivector fields
which are solutions to the field equations as follows:

Definition 2.

1. A symmetry of the (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω) is a diffeomorphism Φ : M →M
such that Φ∗(kerm Ω) ⊂ kerm Ω.

2. An infinitesimal symmetry of the (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω) is a vector field
Y ∈ X(M ) whose local flows are local symmetries or, equivalently, [Y, kerm Ω] ⊂ kerm Ω.

Remark 2. If (M , Ω) is a premultisymplectic system with final constraint submanifold S : S ↪→
M , then symmetries must be diffeomorphisms Φ ∈ Diff(M ) such that Φ(S) = S, and in-
finitesimal symmetries are vector fields Y ∈ X(M ) tangent to S which satisfy the conditions in
Definition 2 at least on S. The set of vector fields on M which are tangent to S will be denoted
here as

X(S) := {Y ∈ X(M ) | ∃YS ∈ X(S) | S∗YS = Y|S}.

The elements of X(S) are the vector fields Y ∈ X(M ) which, for some YS ∈ X(S), make the
following diagram commutative:

S

M

6
S

-

-
YS

Y

TS

TM

6TS

As we have said, symmetries transform solutions to the field equations into solutions,
since:

Theorem 1. If Φ ∈ Diff(M ) is a symmetry that restricts to a diffeormorphism ϕ : M→ M, then,
for every $-transverse integrable multivector field X, the map Φ transforms integral sections of X
into integral sections of Φ∗X and hence Φ∗X ∈ kerm Ω which is also a $-transverse integrable
multivector field. Consequently, if Y ∈ X(M ) is a π̄1-projectable infinitesimal symmetry and Ft is
the local flow of Y, then Ft transforms integral sections of every $-transverse integrable multivector
field X ∈ kerm Ω into integral sections of Ft∗X.

If Y1, Y2 ∈ X(M ) are infinitesimal symmetries, then the Lie bracket [Y1, Y2] is also an
infinitesimal symmetry. Furthermore, if Φ ∈ Diff(M ) is a symmetry and α ∈ Ωm−1(M ) is
a conserved quantity, then Φ∗α is also a conserved quantity. Consequently, if Y ∈ X(M ) is
an infinitesimal symmetry, then L(Y)α is also a conserved quantity.

Remark 3. Transformations of the base space M (usually spacetime transformations in field
theory) which preserve the (pre)multisymplectic structure of the phase spaces are called spacetime
symmetries. Therefore, in the bundle $ : M → M, the corresponding diffeomorphisms Φ : M →
M must be fiber preserving and thereby restrict to diffeomorphisms ΦM : M→ M which satisfy
ΦM ◦ $ = $ ◦Φ. For infinitesimal symmetries, this means that the vector fields Y ∈ X(M ) must
be $-projectable; hence, there exist YM ∈ X(M) such that $∗Y = YM.

Symmetries are generated by the action of a Lie group G on M :

Φ : G → Diff(M )
g 7→ Φg
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where Φg : M → M are the local diffeomorphisms induced by the group action. If g is
the Lie algebra of G, it follows that every ξ ∈ g induces a vector field Xξ ∈ X(M ) which
generates the diffeomorphisms produced by the group action of G on M . This is achieved
by constructing the exponential map for some g ∈ G:

exp : g → G
ξ 7→ g = exp(λξ)

where λ ∈ R is a parameter. Then, the induced vector field Xξ on M is written in terms of
the exponential map as

Xξ =
d

dλ

∣∣∣∣
λ=0

Φ∗exp(λξ) ∈ X(M ).

These vector fields are the infinitesimal generators of the symmetries, that is, the infinitesi-
mal symmetries.

2.3. Noether Symmetries

In order to obtain conserved quantities (or conservation laws) associated with sym-
metries, it is necessary to impose some additional conditions. In general, these conditions
are related to the geometric structures underlying the field equations (see, for instance,
refs. [24,28] and the references therein, for a complete study in Lagrangian and Hamiltonian
mechanics). The most relevant kinds of symmetries are the following:

Definition 3.

1. A Noether or Cartan symmetry of the (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω) is a diffeomor-
phism Φ : M →M such that, Φ∗Ω = Ω. In the particular case where Φ∗Θ = Θ, then Φ
is called an exact Noether or exact Cartan symmetry.

2. An infinitesimal Noether or Cartan symmetry of the (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω)
is a vector field Y ∈ X(M ) for which L(Y)Ω = 0. In the particular case where L(Y)Θ = 0,
Y is called an infinitesimal exact Noether or infinitesimal exact Cartan symmetry.

If Y1, Y2 ∈ X(M ) are infinitesimal Noether symmetries, then so is the Lie bracket
[Y1, Y2]. Furthermore, if Y ∈ X(M ) is an infinitesimal Noether symmetry and X ∈ kerm Ω,
bearing in mind (A1), we have that

i([Y, X])Ω = L(Y) i(X)Ω− i(X)L(Y)Ω = 0 ⇐⇒ [Y, X] ⊂ kerm Ω ,

and hence, infinitesimal Noether symmetries are infinitesimal symmetries (and the same
holds for Noether symmetries).

Remark 4. As L(Y)ΩL = d i(Y)ΩL , the condition L(Y)Ω = 0 is equivalent to demanding
that i(Y)Ω is a closed m-form on M . It follows that i(Y)Ω = −dαY is an open set U ⊂M for
some αY ∈ Ωm−1(U) (where the minus sign is due to physical conventions). Thus, an infinitesimal
Noether symmetry is a locally Hamiltonian vector field for the (pre)multisymplectic form Ω and
αY is the corresponding local Hamiltonian form.

Therefore, Noether’s theorem is stated as follows:

Theorem 2 (Noether). Let Y ∈ X(M ) be an infinitesimal Noether symmetry with i(Y)Ω =
−dαY in an open set U ⊂M . Then, for every locally decomposable and $-transverse (integrable)
multivector field X ∈ kerm(Ω, it follows that

L(X)αY = 0 ;

that is, every Hamiltonian (m− 1)-form αY associated with Y is a conserved quantity. For every
integral section ψ of X, the form ψ∗αY is usually called a Noether current.
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Observe that the form L(Y)Θ is closed since

L(Y)Θ = d i(Y)Θ + i(Y)dΘ = d i(Y)Θ− i(Y)Ω = d(i(Y)Θ− αY) ≡ dζY (in U). (3)

In particular, if Y is an exact infinitesimal Noether symmetry, then ζY is closed and
αY = − i(Y)Θ.

Remark 5. As it was pointed out in Remark 3, we will mainly be interested in Noether symmetries
which are are fiber-preserving diffeomorphisms for the bundle $ : M → M and in infinitesimal
Noether symmetries which are $-projectable vector fields.

Furthermore, if (M , Ω) is a premultisymplectic system with final constraint submanifold
S ↪→M , then Noether symmetries must be diffeomorphisms Φ ∈ Diff(M ) such that Φ(S) = S,
and infinitesimal Noether symmetries must be vector fields Y ∈ X(M ) tangent to S which satisfy
the conditions of Definition 3, at least on S.

2.4. Gauge Symmetries

The term “gauge” is used in various different contexts throughout the literature. In
physics, it is typically used to refer to field transformations which are spacetime dependent.
This section discusses some of the different meanings associated with the term “gauge”
within the context of classical field theory. In particular, the description of a certain type of
gauge symmetries that are the most relevant from both a geometric and physical point of
view will be given. See also [15,29] for additional insights.

Let (M , Ω) be a (pre)multisymplectic system and recall that Noether symmetries
preserve the (pre)multisymplectic form Ω. Only fiber-preserving symmetries will be
investigated, bearing in mind Remarks 3 and 5 which characterize symmetries in the
context of the final constraint submanifold S ⊂M of the premultisymplectic system under
investigation. Furthermore, the particular situation where such symmetries restrict to
the identity on M will be the kind which will be generically referred to here as gauge
symmetries. Then, infinitesimal gauge symmetries are vector fields Y ∈ X(M ) whose
local flows are local gauge symmetries and, consequently, are $-vertical vector fields. In this
respect, it should be noted that, the set of $-vertical vector fields are XV($)(M ) = ker ω.

Furthermore, infinitesimal Noether symmetries are vector fields Y ∈ X(M ) char-
acterized by the the property that d i(Y)Ω = 0. When ker Ω 6= {0}, then (M , Ω) is a
premultisymplectic system. Then, any nonzero vector field Y ∈ ker Ω (i.e., i(Y)Ω = 0)
is a particular type of infinitesimal symmetry that is related to the degeneracy of the pre-
multisymplectic form Ω. Such vector fields will be referred to as geometric (infinitesimal)
gauge symmetries.

Moreover, when (M , Ω) is a premultisymplectic system, the field equations, in gen-
eral, have consistent solutions on a final constraint submanifold S ↪→M (as stated at the
end of Section 2.1) which is the manifold where sections representing the physical states
take their image. As above, the physically relevant gauge transformations are those which
transform physical states into equivalent physical states and hence are automorphisms
of the submanifold S which transform sections of the projection $ into themselves. Con-
sequently, these gauge transformations which act along the fibers of the projection $ are
necessarily generated by $-vertical vector fields.

The concepts above are summarized as follows:

Definition 4. A geometric infinitesimal gauge symmetry, or simply a gauge vector field, of
a (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω) is a vector field Y ∈ X(M ) such that:

1. Y ∈ ker Ω.
2. It is a $-vertical vector field, Y ∈ XV($)(M ).
3. It is tangent to S, Y ∈ X(S).

The set of gauge vector fields is denoted G.
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The local diffeomorphisms generated by the flow of gauge vector fields are called
geometric gauge transformations. Physical states (i.e., sections which are stable solutions
to the field equations) related to one another by geometric gauge transformations are called
geometric gauge equivalent states, and they are physically equivalent (in the sense that
they are physically indistinguishable).

Remark 6. In the case where S : S ↪→M is strictly a submanifold of M , besides those of ker Ω,
there are more vector fields related to the non-regularity of the premultiplectic form Ω. Such vector
fields belong to the set

ker ΩS := {Z ∈ X(S) | ∃ZS ∈ ker ΩS | S∗ZS = Z|S} ,

where ΩS = ∗SΩ which, in general, is also a premultisymplectic form. The vector fields in ker ΩS

are those which are tangent to S and can be identified on the points of S with the elements of ker ΩS.
Since ker Ω ∩X(S) ⊆ ker ΩS, then for every Z ∈ ker Ω ∩X(S), it follows that

i(Z)Ω = 0 =⇒ 0 = ∗S i(Z)Ω = i(ZS)ΩS ⇐⇒ ZS ∈ ker ΩS ,

and, as a consequence,

G ≡ ker Ω ∩X(S) ∩XV($)(M ) ⊆ ker ΩS ∩XV($)(M ) ≡ Ĝ .

In the case of singular (autonomous) dynamical systems in mechanics, it is proved [30,31] that Ĝ is
the complete set of gauge vector fields. Then, the elements of G are called primary gauge vector
fields, and those in Ĝ −G are the secondary gauge vector fields. The analogous concept in
classical field theories regarding the classification of Ĝ−G as gauge vector fields (i.e., if they relate
geometric gauge equivalent states through their flows) is still an open question.

As usual, if Z1, Z2 ∈ G, then [Z1, Z2] ∈ G so G generates an involutive distribution
on M , and the quotient set S̃ = S/G, assumed to be a differentiable manifold, plays the
relevant role in the so-called geometric gauge reduction procedure [30,31] which consists
of taking this reduced manifold as the set of “real physical” states and then removes the
unphysical redundancy represented by the geometric gauge equivalent states. Introducing
the canonical projection τ̃S : S→ S̃, gauge equivalent states are sections of this projection.
An alternative way to remove the “geometric gauge redundancy” is by performing a
gauge fixing procedure which consists of fixing sections of this projection. A summarized
description of these two procedures may be found in [15]. The most general method for
gauge fixing in field theory involves the BRST-BV method (see, for example, [32,33]).

As a last comment, it should be noted that sometimes in physics a broader definition
of (infinitesimal) gauge symmetry is handled which pertains to vector fields Y ∈ X(M )
such that d i(Y)Ω = 0, which, in the terminology used in this work, are the so-called
infinitesimal Noether symmetries.

2.5. Multimomentum Map

Let G be a group of Noether symmetries for a (pre)multisymplectic system (M , Ω);
that is, Φ∗gΩ = Ω, for every g ∈ G, and L(Xξ)Ω = 0, for every ξ ∈ g. Therefore, as
d i(Xξ)Ω = 0, there exists a form Jξ ∈ Ωm−1(U) on an open neighbourhood U ⊂ M of
every point in M such that,

i(Xξ)Ω = −dJξ . (4)

This form Jξ is determined up to some exact form dβξ with βξ ∈ Ωm−2(U) and coin-
cides with the conserved quantity αY introduced in Remark 4 and Noether’s Theorem 2.
Furthermore,

dJξ = − i(Xξ)ΩL = i(Xξ)dΘ = L(Xξ)Θ− d i(Xξ)Θ , (5)
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and, as Xξ is an infinitesimal Noether symmetry, then (3) holds for Xξ , and L(Xξ)Θ = dζξ ,
for some ζξ ∈ Ωm−1(F). Now, by (5) it follows that

Jξ = − i(Xξ)Θ + ζξ + dβξ .

The (m − 1)-form Jξ can be taken to be linear in ξ by taking the generators ξ ∈ g to be
infinitesimal. Therefore, for every point p ∈M , define the linear map

J|p : g∗ → Ωm−1(TpM )

ξ 7→ J|p(ξ) := jξ(p).

Then:

Definition 5. The map
J : M → g∗ ⊗Ωm−1(F)

p 7→ J(p) := J|p
is called the multimomentum map associated with the symmetry group G.

The terminology “multimomentum map” is also used to refer the (m− 1)-form Jξ

arising in (4). Furthermore, it is usual to specify the multimomentum map by using the
natural pairing between g∗ and g as Jξ(p) = 〈J(p), ξ〉.

Thus, Noether symmetries on M produce multimomentum maps on M and the so-
called Noether current j = jµdm−1xµ ∈ Ωm−1(M ) of a symmetry is obtained as j = ψ∗Jξ

(see also Remark 1).

3. Lifting Transformations from the Base Space of a Jet Bundle

In classical field theories, some symmetries are associated with diffeomorphisms on
the base manifold M (i.e., spacetime transformations in most cases), and in the case of
first-order Lagrangian field theories where M is a first-order jet bundle, J1π → E → M
(see Section 4.1), it is common to obtain the law of transformation in J1π from those
diffeomorphisms on M.

This section discusses how to induce jet bundle transformations from diffeomorphisms
on the base space. See [3,7] for other details.

3.1. First-Order Jet Bundles

Begin by letting π : E −→ M be a fiber bundle over an orientable m-dimensional
manifold M with dim E = m + n and m > 1. The first-order jet bundle J1π of the projection
π is the manifold of the 1-jets (equivalence classes) of local sections of π, denoted as
φ ∈ Γ(π). Given a point x ∈ M, the points in J1π are denoted by ȳ ≡ j1xφ, where φ ∈ Γ(π)
is a representative of the equivalence class. The resulting natural projections are

π1 : J1π −→ E
j1xφ 7−→ φ(x)

π̄1 : J1π −→ M
j1xφ 7−→ x

where π̄1 = π ◦ π1. The volume form on M as well as its pull-back π̄1∗ω are denoted by
ω. Local coordinates on J1π are denoted (xµ, yi, yi

µ), with 0 6 µ 6 m− 1, 1 6 i 6 n, and
(xµ, yi) are local coordinates on E adapted to the bundle structure so that ω = dx0 ∧ . . . ∧
dxm−1 ≡ dmx.

The canonical lift of a section φ ∈ Γ(π) to J1π is denoted j1φ ∈ Γ(π̄1). A section
ψ ∈ Γ(π̄1) is said to be holonomic if ψ is the canonical lift of a section φ = π1 ◦ ψ ∈ Γ(π),
and hence, ψ = j1(π1 ◦ ψ).
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3.2. Lifting Transformations from M to E

Consider infinitesimal diffeomorphisms ΦM : M → M produced by the coordinate
transformation x′µ = xµ + ξµ(x). These transformations are generated by vector fields
Z = −ξµ(x) ∂

∂xµ ∈ X(M) and the π-projectable vector fields generating the corresponding
transformations on the configuration manifold E, which are written in full generality as
(xµ, yA)→ (xµ + ξµ(x), yi + ξ i(x, y)) with ξ i(x, y) ∈ C∞(E), are given as

Y ≡ ZE = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ − ξ i(x, y)
∂

∂yi ∈ X(E). (6)

The fields yi(x) which are given as components of the sections φ(x) = (xµ, yi(x)) transform
as the Lie derivatives of the fields with respect to the vector field Z on M (denoted by
δyi(x)) as

δyi(x) ≡ L(Z)yi(x) = y′i(x)− yi(x) = −ξµ(x)
∂yi

∂xµ (x) + ξ̃ i(x). (7)

These field transformations are sometimes referred to as the local variation of the fields.
The functions ξ̃ i(x) are not related to the components ξ i(x, y) in (6), a priori. The term

−ξµ(x)
∂yi

∂xµ in (7) is called the transport term, and ξ̃ i(x) is called the global variation of
the fields which is given by

ξ̃ i(x) = y′i(x′)− yi(x).

A geometrical interpretation of the local field variations is given as follows [16,34–36]:

Definition 6. Consider a section φ : M → E, and let ZE ∈ X(E) be a π-projectable vector
field which projects to Z ∈ X(M) (and hence has the local expression (6)). The generalized Lie
derivative of the section φ by Z is the map L(Z)φ : M→ TE defined as

L(Z)φ = Tφ ◦ Z− ZE ◦ φ , (8)

which is a vector field along φ. The generalized Lie derivative has the form L(Z)φ = (φ, L(Z)φ),
and the section L(Z)φ : M → V(Tπ) is called the Lie derivative of the section φ by Z and is

given as L(Z)φ =
(

xµ, ξν ∂φi

∂xν
− ξ i ◦ φ

)
when the local expression for ZE is (6).

The definition of this Lie derivative must be in agreement with the Lie derivative
of yi(x) defined by the field transformations δyi(x) in (7). This is achieved by setting
L(Z)φi = L(Z)yi(x) for the Lie derivative of the components φi in (8); then, it follows that
the functions ξ̃ i(x) in (7) are given in terms of the component functions ξ i(x, y) of ZE and
any local section φ as

ξ̃ i(x) = ξ i(x, y) ◦ φ. (9)

For theories in which yi(x) are scalar fields, diffeomorphisms on the base M produce field
variations δyi(x) for which ξ̃ i(x) = 0 =⇒ ξ i(x, y) = 0.

On the other hand, if the fields are, in general, tensor fields on M of type (k, l) 6= (0, 0)
(i.e., T ∈ T(k,l)(TM)), then the functions ξ̃ i(x) are obtained, as usual, from the Jacobian
(and its inverse) associated with the coordinate transformation xµ → xµ + ξµ(x). That is, if
the fields yi(x) are the components of tensor fields T ≡ (Tµ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x)), then

(T′)µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x′) =

(
∂x′µ1

∂xα1

)
· · ·
(

∂x′µr

∂xαr

)(
∂xβ1

∂x′ν1

)
· · ·
(

∂xβs

∂x′νs

)
Tα1,...,αr

β1,...,βs
(x). (10)
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The left-hand side of the expression above can be Taylor expanded around x giving the
transport term as

(T′)µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x′) = (T′)µ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x + ξ) = (T′)µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x) + ξα ∂(T′)µ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x)
∂xα

,

while performing the same Taylor expansion of the right-hand side of (10) for each Jacobian
(and each inverse Jacobian) giving the global variation of the fields ∆Tµ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x) given as

∆Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs =

µr

∑
µ=µ1

( ∂ξµ

∂xλ

)
Tµ1,...,(µ→λ),...,µr

ν1,...,νs −
νs

∑
ν=ν1

(∂ξλ

∂xν

)
Tµ1,...,µr

ν1,...,(ν→λ),...,νs
. (11)

It follows that the local field variation given by the Lie derivative with respect to

Z = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ ∈ X(M) is

δTµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x) = (T′)µ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x)− Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x) = L(Z)Tµ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x)

= −ξλ ∂(T′)µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x)
∂xλ

+ ∆Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x).

Now, recalling relation (9), it follows that

ZE = −ξµ ∂

∂xµ − ∆µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x, T)

∂

∂Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs

, (12)

where now,
∆Tµ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs (x) = ∆µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x, T) ◦ φ. (13)

It is important to note that, when the configuration manifold E is a tensor bundle over M
with coordinates (xµ, Tµ1,...,µr

ν1,...,νs ), then (12) is precisely the canonical lift of Z ∈ X(M) to E
which is defined as follows:

Definition 7.

1. Let ΦM : M→ M be a diffeomorphism. The canonical lift of ΦM to E is the diffeomorphism
ΦE : E → E defined as follows: for every (x, Tx) ∈ E where Tx ∈ T(k,l)(Tx M), define
ΦE(x, Tx) := (ΦM(x),TΦM(Tx)), where TΦM denotes the canonical transformation of
tensors on M induced by ΦM. Thus, π ◦ΦE = ΦM ◦ π.

2. Let Z ∈ X(M) be the vector field induced by local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms
of M, denoted φt. The canonical lift of Z to E is the vector field ZE ∈ X(E) induced by
local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms (φE)t which are the canonical lifts of φt to the
configuration bundle E.

In conclusion, the definition of the Lie derivative (8) of the local sections φ are con-
structed to always agree with the Lie derivatives of the fields (7), where ZE in (6) is the
canonical lift of Z to E, and hence, the relation (9) is always satisfied.

3.3. Lifting Transformations from E to J1π

Let Φ : E → E be a diffeomorphism which induces a diffeomorphism on the base
space M as ΦM : M → M so ΦM ◦ π = π ◦Φ. Then, the canonical lift of Φ to J1π is the
diffeomorphism j1Φ : J1π −→ J1π defined as

(j1Φ)(ȳ) := j1(Φ ◦ φ ◦Φ−1
M )(ΦM(x)); for ȳ ∈ J1π.

Now, it is possible to define the canonical lift of π-projectable vector fields Y ∈ X(E)
to J1π for which there exist Z ∈ X(M) such that the local flows of Z and Y are π1-related.
The canonical lift of a π-projectable vector field Y ∈ X(E) to J1π is the vector field
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j1Y ∈ X(J1π) whose local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms are the canonical
lifts of the local one-parameter groups of diffeomorphisms of Y. If Y ∈ X(E) is the
canonical lift of Z ∈ X(M) to E whose expression in local coordinates is given by (6) as

Y = ZE = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ − ξ i(x, y)
∂

∂yi , then the canonical lift of Y ∈ X(E) to J1π is

j1ZE = −ξµ ∂

∂xµ − ξ i ∂

∂yi −
(

∂ξ i

∂xµ − yi
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ + yj
µ

∂ξ i

∂yj

)
∂

∂yi
µ

∈ X(J1π). (14)

These canonical lifts are characterized by the property that they leave the canonical
structures of the jet bundle J1π invariant: in particular, the contact module and, conse-
quently, the canonical endomorphism under such canonical lifts. This canonical lift can
be generalized for vector fields on E that are not π-projectable. If Y is not a π-projectable
vector field, its canonical lift j1Y ∈ X(J1π) is the only vector field that is π1-projectable
to Y and leaves the canonical structures of J1π invariant (see [3,7] for details). In local
coordinates, a vector field Y = ZE ∈ X(E) is not π-projectable if ξ i ≡ ξ i(x, y). Then,

j1ZE = −ξµ ∂

∂xµ − ξ i ∂

∂yi −
(

∂ξ i

∂xµ − yi
ν

(
∂ξν

∂xµ + yj
µ

∂ξν

∂yj

)
+ yj

µ
∂ξ i

∂yj

)
∂

∂yi
µ

.

In the same way, one can define the canonical lift of any diffeomorphism Φ : E→ E to J1π.

The variation of the spacetime derivatives of the fields, δyi
µ(x) = δ

(
∂yi(x)

∂xµ

)
=

L(Z)
∂yi(x)

∂xµ , can also be characterized by the generalized Lie derivative L(Z)j1φ of the

first–jet prolongations j1φ : M→ J1π : xµ 7→
(

xµ, yi(x),
∂yi(x)

∂xµ

)
with respect to the vector

field Z = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ ∈ X(M), where now

L(Z)j1φ = Tj1φ ◦ Z− j1Z ◦ j1φ , (15)

and L(Z)j1φ = (φ, L(Z)φ). It thereby follows that

L(Z)(j1φ)i
µ = δyi

µ(x) = −ξν
∂yi

µ

∂xν
− ∂ξν

∂xµ

∂yi

∂xν
+

∂ξ̃ i

∂xµ +
∂yj

∂xµ

∂ξ̃ i

∂yj , (16)

where now ξ̃ i(x) = ξ i(x, y) ◦ j1φ as above. Furthermore, ξ i = 0 for scalar fields transformed
under spacetime diffeomorphisms, and the equations above simplify it accordingly.

In the case where the fields are tensor fields Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x), the canonical lift j1ZE in (14)

of ZE in (12) to J1π is

j1ZE = −ξµ ∂

∂xµ − ∆µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x, T)

∂

∂Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs

− Γµ1,...,µr
αν1,...,νs

∂

∂Tµ1,...,µr
αν1,...,νs

,

where the ∆µ1,...,µr
ν1,...,νs (x, T) ∈ C∞(E) are again given by (11) and (13), while

Γµ1,...,µr
αν1,...,νs =

µr

∑
µ=µ1

∂ξµ

∂xλ

∂Tµ1,...,(µ→λ),...,µr
ν1,...,νs

∂xα
−

νs

∑
ν=ν1

∂ξλ

∂xν

∂Tµ1,...,µr
ν1,...,(ν→λ),...,νs

∂xα

+
µr

∑
µ=µ1

∂ξµ

∂xλ
Tν1,...,νs −

νs

∑
ν=ν1

∂ξλ

∂xν
Tµ1,...,µr

αν1,...,(ν→λ),...,νs
− T µ1,...,µr

βν1,...,νs

∂ξβ

∂xα
.
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4. Symmetries for Lagrangian and Hamiltonian Field Theories

The concepts presented in the previous sections will be developed in this section in
the Lagrangian and De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian formalisms of first-order field theories.
See [4,9,13–15,17] for other details and considerations.

4.1. First-Order Lagrangian Field Theories

In this section, a comprehensive review of the geometric framework for first-order
Lagrangian field theories is given. For more details, see [2–5,7,14,37].

The phase space for the Lagrangian formulation of first-order field theories is the
so-called (first-order) multivelocity phase space which is the first-order jet bundle J1π of a
bundle π : E→ M called the configuration bundle of the theory, and the field states yi(x)
are given by local sections φ : M→ E : xµ 7→ (xµ, yi(x)) as in Section 3.

Each particular field theory is usually specified by a Lagrangian. However, the defini-
tion of the Lagrangian differs between the physics and differential geometry communities.
In the differential geometry literature, the Lagrangian is defined as a C∞ function on J1π,
while in the physics literature, the Lagrangian is defined as a functional on the space of jet
prolongations j1φ from M to J1π. Both definitions can be used equivalently to formulate
the variational principle which gives rise to the field equations of the theory under inves-
tigation. However, working on J1π has several geometric advantages over working on
the space of jet prolongations. One advantage is that J1π is a finite dimensional manifold,
while the space of jet prolongations, which is a space of local sections from M to J1π, is an
infinite-dimensional manifold.

Thus, a first-order field theory is described by a first-order Lagrangian density
L ∈ Ωm(J1π) which is a π1-semibasic m-form denoted as L = L Ω ∈ Ωm(J1π), and
L ∈ C∞(J1π) is called the Lagrangian function. The Lagrangian phase space J1π pos-
sesses a canonical structure called the canonical endomorphism V which is a (1, 2)-tensor

field whose local expression is given as V =
(

dyi − yi
µdxµ

)
⊗ ∂

∂yi
ν

⊗ ∂

∂xν
. Using this

structure, the Poincaré–Cartan m and (m + 1)-forms associated with L are defined as
ΘL := i(V)dL + L ∈ Ωm(J1π) and ΩL := −dΘL ∈ Ωm+1(J1π), respectively, and
they have the following coordinate expressions:

ΘL =
∂L
∂yi

µ

dyi ∧ dm−1xµ −
(

∂L
∂yi

µ

yi
µ − L

)
dmx ≡ ∂L

∂yi
µ

dyi ∧ dm−1xµ − EL dmx ,

ΩL = − ∂2L

∂yj
ν∂yi

µ

dyj
ν ∧ dyi ∧ dm−1xµ −

∂2L
∂yj∂yi

µ

dyj ∧ dyi ∧ dm−1xµ

+
∂2L

∂yj
ν∂yi

µ

yi
µ dyj

ν ∧ dmx +

(
∂2L

∂yj∂yi
µ

yi
µ −

∂L
∂yj +

∂2L

∂xµ∂yj
µ

)
dyj ∧ dmx.

The couple (J1π, ΩL ) is called a first-order Lagrangian system, and it is said to be regular
if ΩL is 1-nondegenerate (that is, a multisymplectic form) and singular otherwise (i.e.,
ΩL is premultisymplectic). In the terminology of multisymplectic geometry, ΘL is said to
be a (pre)multisymplectic potential of ΩL . The regularity condition is locally equivalent to

demanding that the generalized Hessian matrix Hµν
ij =

∂2L

∂yi
µ∂yj

ν

be non-singular everywhere

on J1π.
The solutions to the Lagrangian variational problem stated for a Lagrangian L are

holonomic sections j1φ : M→ J1π such that

(j1φ)∗ i(X)ΩL = 0 , for every X ∈ X(J1π). (17)
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Equivalently, j1φ are the integral sections of a class of locally decomposable and holonomic
multivector fields {XL } ⊂ Xm(J1π) which satisfy

i(XL )ΩL = 0. (18)

Furthermore, the holonomic multivector fields must be π̄1-transverse,

i(XL )ω 6= 0. (19)

This condition can be fixed by taking a representative in the class {XL } such that i(XL )ω = 1.
The holonomic sections which solve the field equations (18) represent the physical states of
the theory. In local coordinates, the field equations for sections are given as

∂L
∂yi ◦ j1φ− ∂

∂xµ

(
∂L
∂yi

µ

◦ j1φ

)
= 0 ,

which are the Euler–Lagrange equations of the system.

Remark 7. Equation (18) has a multiplicity of solutions (even in the regular case) [13,37]. This
means that there is no unique class of integrable multivector fields (i.e., a unique distribution) which
solve the field equations (18) on J1π. Instead, there is a multiplicity of integral sections passing
through every point in J1π which solve the field equations. If the Lagrangian is singular, there is
another arbitrariness which comes from the degeneracy of the form ΩL and is related to the existence
of geometric gauge symmetries. In general, when (J1π, ΩL ) is a solvable singular Lagrangian
system, the field equations admit stable solutions given by multivector fields which are locally
decomposable and π̄1-transverse on some π̄1-transverse submanifold S f ⊆ J1π. Furthermore,
these multivector fields are not always integrable (even for regular field theories). In addition, the
multivector field solutions are not necessarily holonomic on all of S f , but might be instead only on
another π̄1-transverse submanifold Sf ⊆ S f to which these holonomic multivector fields solution to
field equations must be tangent. This means that the image of the holonomic sections which solve the
field equations (17) are on Sf which is called the final constraint submanifold on which the field
equations are said to have “consistent solutions”. The constraint algorithm needed to find Sf is
overviewed in Section 4.4. See [27,38] for a deeper analysis of these features.

4.2. De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian Formalism

This section provides a review of the (pre)multisymplectic De Donder–Weyl formlism
for classical field theories. See [6,39–41] and references therein for more details.

The De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian formalism for regular Lagrangian (multisymplec-
tic) field theories is performed on the so-called multimomentum bundle J1∗π which is
constructed as follows: consider the extended multimomentum bundle Λm

2 T∗E which is
the bundle of m-forms on E vanishing by contraction with two π-vertical vector fields;
then J1∗π ≡ Λm

2 T∗E/Λm
1 T∗E (where Λm

1 T∗E is the bundle of π-semibasic m-forms on
E). Natural coordinates on Λm

2 T∗E adapted to the bundle π : E → M are (xν, yi, pν
i , p)

(so dim Λm
2 T∗E = nm + n + m + 1), and natural coordinates on J1∗π are (xµ, yi, pµ

i ) (so
dim J1∗π = nm + n + m). The natural projections for these bundles are

τ̄ : J1∗π → M , τ : J1∗π → E , p : Λm
2 T∗E→ J1∗π .

The Legendre map FL : J1π → J1∗π associated with a Lagrangian function L ∈ C∞(J1π)
is locally given by

FL ∗xν = xν, FL ∗yi = yi, FL ∗pν
i =

∂L
∂yi

ν

.

The Lagrangian L is regular if, and only if, FL is a local diffeomorphism; FL is hy-
perregular when FL is a global diffeomorphism. Then, there exist Θh ∈ Ωm(J1∗π) and
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Ωh := −dΘ̃h ∈ Ωm+1(J1∗π) such that FL ∗Θh = ΘL and FL ∗Ωh = ΩL which are
called the Hamilton–Cartan m and (m+ 1)-forms; Ωh is the multisymplectic form on J1∗π,
and the couple (J1∗π, Ωh) is the Hamiltonian system associated with the (hyper)regular
Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ). The local expressions for Θh and Ωh are

Θh = pµ
i dyi ∧ dm−1xµ − H dmx, Ωh = −dpµ

i ∧ dyi ∧ dm−1xµ + dH ∧ dmx ,

where
H = (FL −1)∗EL = pµ

i (FL −1)∗yi
µ − (FL −1)∗L ∈ C∞(J1∗π) ,

is the De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian function. The field equations can be obtained from
the so-called Hamilton–Jacobi variational principle, and their solutions are sections ψ : M→
J1∗π which satisfy

ψ∗ i(X)Ωh = 0, for every X ∈ X(J1∗π).

Equivalently, such sections are integral sections of a class of integrable and τ̄-transverse
multivector fields {Xh} ⊂ Xm(J1∗π) satisfying

i(Xh)Ωh = 0, for every Xh ∈ {Xh} .

The τ̄-transversality condition is fixed (as in the Lagrangian setting) by taking a representa-
tive in the class {Xh} such that i(Xh)w = 1. Working with the natural local coordinates on
J1∗π, the local sections are written as ψ = (xµ, yi(xν), pµ

i (xν)) and satisfy

∂(yi ◦ ψ)

∂xµ =
∂H
∂pµ

i
◦ ψ ,

∂(pµ
i ◦ ψ)

∂xµ = −∂H
∂yi ◦ ψ.

which are the Hamilton–De Donder–Weyl equations of the system.
For singular Lagrangians, some minimal conditions must be imposed in order to

ensure the existence of a De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian description. In particular, one
considers the so-called almost regular Lagrangians L ∈ C∞(J1π) which are those such that:
(i) P0 := FL (J1π) is a closed submanifold of J1∗π which is called the primary constraint
submanifold, (ii) FL is a submersion onto its image, and (iii) for every ȳ ∈ J1π, the fibers
FL −1(FL (ȳ)) are connected submanifolds of J1π. Observe that, as P0 := FL (J1π), it
follows that P0 → E → M. Then, denoting by 0 : P0 ↪→ J1∗π the natural embedding of
the primary constraint submanifold, the restriction FL 0 : J1π → P0 is the map defined
by FL = 0 ◦FL 0. Furthermore, there exist Hamilton–Cartan forms Θ0

h ∈ Ωm(P0) and
Ω0

h = −dΘ0
h ∈ Ωm+1(P) such that ΘL = FL ∗

0 Θ0
h and ΩL = FL ∗

0 Ω0
h and also a De

Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian function H0 ∈ C∞(P0) such that EL = FL ∗
0 H0. Therefore,

the coordinate expression of the Hamilton–Cartan forms are

Θ0
h =  ∗0 (pµ

i dyi ∧ dm−1xµ)− H0 dmx, Ω0
h =  ∗0 (−dpµ

i ∧ dyi ∧ dm−1xµ) + dH0 ∧ dmx.

In general, Ω0
h is a premultisymplectic form, and (P0, Ω0

h) is the Hamiltonian system asso-
ciated with the almost regular Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ). The Hamilton–de Donder–
Weyl equations are stated as in the regular case. When the non-regular Hamiltonian
system admits stable solutions, such solutions to the Hamiltonian field equations exist
only on a submanifold Pf ⊆ P0 which is obtained by implementing the corresponding
constraint algorithm described later in Section 4.4. The submanifold Pf is the final con-
straint submanifold in the De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian formalism and which satisfies
FL (Sf ) = FL (S f ) = Pf ⊂ J1∗π since Sf ↪→ S f is defined on S f by non-FL -projectable
constraints (see Section 4.4).

4.3. Symmetries, Conserved Quantities, and Multimomentum Maps

Recall that the Lagrangian formalism takes place on the bundle J1π → E→ M both in
the regular and singular cases. Then, all the definitions and results from Section 2 regarding
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conserved quantities and symmetries apply directly. The concepts of Lagrangian conserved
quantities (or conservation laws), Lagrangian (infinitesimal) symmetries, Lagrangian (in-
finitesimal) Noether symmetries, Lagrangian gauge symmetries, and Lagrangian multimo-
mentum maps of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) are also well-defined.

Nevertheless, in this situation, there are some new insights to be taken into account
due to the fact that now, sections, diffeomorphisms and vector fields in J1π can be canonical
lifts of sections, diffeomorphisms and vector fields in E, respectively. Therefore, we define:

Definition 8.

1. A (Noether) symmetry Φ : J1π → J1π of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is said to be
natural if Φ is a canonical lift; i.e., Φ = j1 ϕ for a diffeormorphism ϕ : E→ E.

2. An infinitesimal (Noether) symmetry X ∈ X(J1π) of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is
said to be natural if X is a canonical lift; i.e., X = j1ZE for some ZE ∈ X(E).

If j1φ : M → J1π is a holonomic solution to the field equations (17) and Φ = j1 ϕ ∈
Diff(J1π) is a natural Noether symmetry, then

(j1(ϕ ◦ φ))∗ i(X)ΩL = (jkφ)∗(jk ϕ)∗ i(X)ΩL

= (j1φ)∗ i((j1 ϕ)−1
∗ X)((j1 ϕ)∗ΩL )

= (j1φ)∗ i(X′)ΩL = 0 , (20)

since X′ = Φ−1
∗ X ∈ X(J1π), Φ∗ΩL = ΩL , and Φ∗ΩL = 0. Therefore, j1(ϕ ◦ φ) is also a

holonomic solution to (17), and thus we have proved that:

Proposition 1. Every natural (infinitesimal) Noether symmetry transforms holonomic solutions
to the Lagrangian field equations into equivalent holonomic solutions.

As stated for the general case, when (J1π, ΩL ) is a singular Lagrangian system with
final constraint submanifold Sf ↪→ J1π, then (Noether) symmetries must be diffeomor-
phisms leaving Sf invariant, and infinitesimal (Noether) symmetries are vector fields
tangent to Sf and satisfying the conditions of Definition 3 at least on Sf .

Furthermore, as stated in Remarks 3 and 5, we will be especially interested in the
case where (Noether) symmetries are fiber-preserving diffeomorphisms for the bundle
π̄1 : J1π → M, and infinitesimal (Noether) symmetries are π̄1-projectable vector fields.

Similarly, for Lagrangian gauge symmetries we can define:

Definition 9. A geometric infinitesimal Lagrangian gauge symmetry (i.e., a Lagrangian gauge
vector field) X ∈ X(J1π) of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is said to be natural if X = j1ZE for
some vector field ZE ∈ X(E).

As a consequence of Proposition 1, if X ∈ X(J1π) is a natural Lagrangian gauge vector
field, then it transforms holonomic sections of the projection π̄1 which are solutions to the
Lagrangian field equations onto other holonomic sections solutions, all of which represent
gauge equivalent physical states. Nevertheless, it should be noted that a holonomic section
could be gauge equivalent to a non-holonomic one (both of them solutions to the field
equations) when they are related by gauge transformations generated by gauge vector
fields which are not natural.

In local coordinates, if X is a natural geometric gauge vector field, then the corre-

sponding vector field ZE ∈ X(E) only has the component ZE = −ξ i(x, y)
∂

∂yi ∈ X(E), and

it follows that the gauge vector field X = j1Z is given by

X = −ξ i ∂

∂yi −
(

∂ξ i

∂xµ + yj
µ

∂ξ i

∂yj

)
∂

∂yi
µ

∈ X(J1π).
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A particular type of symmetries in the Lagrangian formalism are the following:

Definition 10.

1. A Lagrangian symmetry of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is a diffeomorphism Φ : J1π →
J1π that leaves L invariant: Φ∗L = L .
If Φ = j1 ϕ for some fiber-preserving diffeomorphism ϕ : E → E, then the Lagrangian
symmetry is said to be natural.

2. An infinitesimal Lagrangian symmetry of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is a vector
field X ∈ X(J1π) that leaves L invariant.
If X = j1ZE, for some π-projectable vector field ZE ∈ X(E), then the infinitesimal Lagrangian
symmetry is said to be natural.

Observe that given a diffeomorphism ϕ : E→ E and ZE ∈ X(E), then

(j1 ϕ)∗L = L ⇐⇒ (j1 ϕ)∗ΘL = ΘL ,

L(j1ZE)L = 0 ⇐⇒ L(j1ZE)ΘL = 0 ,

and hence, (infinitesimal) Lagrangian symmetryies are (infinitesimal) exact Noether symmetries.
Nevertheless, a generic (infinitesimal) Lagrangian symmetry does not necessarily

leave the Poincaré–Cartan form ΩL invariant unless it is a natural Lagrangian symmetry.
Likewise, as ΩL is not canonical (since it depends on the choice of the Lagrangian density
L ), it is not invariant under canonical lifts of fiber-preserving diffeomorphisms and π-
projectable vector fields unless some additional condition is assumed, such as the invariance
of the Lagrangian density. In the spirit of this discussion, consider the following type
of symmetries:

Definition 11.

1. A geometric Lagrangian symmetry of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is a diffeomorphism
Φ : J1π → J1π such that:

(a) Φ∗L = L .
(b) The canonical geometric structures of J1π are invariant by Φ.

2. An infinitesimal geometric Lagrangian symmetry of a Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ) is
a vector field X ∈ X(J1π) such that:

(a) L(X)L = 0.
(b) The canonical geometric structures of J1π are invariant under the action of X.

It follows that (infinitesimal) natural Lagrangian symmetries are (infinitesimal) geo-
metric Lagrangian symmetries, and (infinitesimal) geometric Lagrangian symmetries are
(infinitesimal) exact Noether symmetries.

It is also worth noting that demanding the invariance of L under some Lie group
action on J1π is an exceedingly strong condition that is not necessary in order to obtain
the same field equations from the variational principle. There are Lie group actions on J1π
which produce so-called gauge equivalent Lagrangians which give rise to the same Euler–
Lagrange equations (see, for instance, [12,42]). Gauge equivalent Lagrangian densities
differ by an exact differential form: Φ∗L = L + dβ. Recall that in the physics literature,
the analysis of field theories occurs on the jet prolongations j1φ : M → J1π so that
L̃ = L̃Ω = (j1φ)∗L ∈ C∞(M). In this setting, gauge equivalent Lagrangians differ by a
total derivative δL̃ = ∂µK̃µ where K̃µ = (j1φ)∗Kµ for some Kµ. Furthermore, recall that
when the field variations are produced by diffeomorphisms of M generated by some vector
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field ξ ∈ X(M), the variation of the Lagrangian function L̃ on j1φ can be written as a Lie
derivative of the local sections j1φ with respect to ξ so that

δL̃ =
∂L̃

∂yi(x)
δyi(x) +

∂L̃
∂yi

µ(x)
δyi

µ(x) ∈ C∞(M) ,

using Equations (8) and (16). Then, the corresponding Lie group action Φ on J1π is
generated by the canonical lift Xξ ∈ X(J1π) of ξ ∈ X(M) to J1π given by (14). It follows
that for Φ∗L = L + dβ,

dβ = L(Xξ)L = −d(Kµ + Lξµ) ∧ dm−1xµ ∈ Ωm(J1π).

Similarly, when the field variations are gauge transformations, δyi(x) = ξ̃ i(x) = φ∗ξ i(x, y),
it follows that

dβ = L(Xξ)L = −dKµ ∧ dm−1xµ ∈ Ωm(J1π) ,

where now Xξ is given by (14) with ξµ = 0.
Finally, let G be a group of Noether symmetries for the Lagrangian system (J1π, ΩL ),

and let Jξ ∈ Ωm−1(U), for U ⊂ J1π be the corresponding Lagrangian multimomentum
map. Now, consider the situation in which the Noether symmetries are exact, and they
are associated with diffeomorphisms on the base M, as described in Section 3.2. Then,
denoting Xξ ≡ j1ZE, we have L(j1ZE)ΘL = 0, and (modulo exact differential forms) the
Lagrangian multimomentum map is given as

JL (Xξ) = − i(Xξ)ΘL =
∂L
∂yi

µ

(
ξ idm−1xµ − ξνyi

µdm−1xν − ξνdyi ∧ dm−2xµν

)
+ L ξνdm−1xν .

The corresponding Noether current is given by

jµξ dm−1xµ = (j1φ)∗
[
−i
(
Xξ

)
ΘL

]
=

[(
∂L
∂yi

µ

◦ j1φ

)(
ξ̃ i − ξν ∂yi(x)

∂xν

)
+ ξµ

(
L ◦ j1φ

)
η

µ
ν

]
dm−1xµ.

The part of the Noether current shown above which corresponds to the infinitesimal
spacetime transformations is linear in ξ, and the canonical energy–momentum tensor,
denoted as usual as Tµ

ν, is defined from the terms contracted with ξν above:

−ξν

[(
∂L
∂yi

µ

◦ j1φ

)
∂yi(x)

∂xν
−
(

L ◦ j1φ
)

η
µ
ν

]
dm−1xµ ≡ −ξνTµ

νdm−1xµ.

Similarly to the Lagrangian formalism, all the definitions and results introduced in
Section 2 apply straightforwardly to the De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian setting by taking
M ≡ J1∗π → E → M for regular field theories or M ≡ P0 → E → M for almost regular
field theories as discussed in the previous section. The concepts of Hamiltonian conserved
quantities (or conservation laws), Hamiltonian (infinitesimal) symmetries, Hamiltonian
(infinitesimal) Noether symmetries, Hamiltonian gauge symmetries, and Hamiltonian mul-
timomentum maps are well-defined for regular and almost regular Hamiltonian systems
(J1∗π, Ωh) and (P0, Ω0

h).
In particular, the Hamiltonian multimomentum map can be obtained by applying

the push-forward of the Legendre map FL ∗ to JL (Xξ) or, equivalently, using the FL -
projection of Xξ and contracting it with the corresponding (pre)multisymplectic form on
the image of the Legendre map. When the field theory under investigation is regular, the
calculation is straightforward, and the Hamiltonian multimomentum map is given as
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FL ∗
(

JL (Xξ)
)

= Jh(FL ∗Xξ) = −i(FL ∗Xξ)Ωh

= pµ
i (ξ

idm−1xµ − ξνdyi ∧ dm−2xµν)− Hξµdm−1xµ,

where H is the De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian function. However, when the field theory
is singular, important subtleties (which are detailed below) arise when projecting vector
fields via FL .

4.4. Symmetries in the Presence of Constraints

The projection of Lagrangian symmetries to the Hamiltonian framework is straight-
forward when the Lagrangian is regular; that is, when the Legendre map FL is a (local)
diffeomorphism. Given a vector field X ∈ X(J1π) which generates a Lagrangian Noether
symmetry on J1π; that is, L(X)ΩL = 0, the corresponding Hamiltonian symmetry on
J1∗π is generated by the vector field obtained from the push-forward by the Legendre map,
Y = FL ∗X ∈ X(J1∗π); in fact,

0 = L(X)ΩL = L(X)(FL ∗Ωh) = FL ∗[L(Y)Ωh] ⇐⇒ L(Y)Ωh = 0 ,

where the push-forward by the Legendre map FL ∗ is given by the matrix

TFL ≡


(Id)m×m (0)m×n (0)m×nm
(0)n×m (Id)n×n (0)n×nm

(0)nm×m

(
∂2L

∂yB∂yA
µ

) (
∂2L

∂yB
ν ∂yA

µ

)
.

When the Lagrangian is singular (in particular, almost regular) the primary con-
straint submanifold P0 = ImFL ⊂ J1∗π, is defined by some independent functions
ϕI ∈ C∞(J1∗π). It follows that the null vectors of the Hessian matrix are given by [38]:(

γi
µ

)
I
= FL ∗ ∂ϕI

∂pi
µ

,

and since kerFL ∗ ⊂ XV(π)(J1π), the vector fields ΓI ∈ kerFL ∗ can be written using a
local basis for kerFL ∗ in natural coordinates on J1π as

ΓI =
(

γi
µ

)
I

∂

∂yi
µ

.

Furthermore, since

ker FL ∗ = ker ΩL ∩XV(π1)(J1E) ⊂ ker ΩL ∩XV(π̄1)(J1E) = ker ΩL ∩ ker ω,

it follows that ΓI ∈ ker ΩL ∩ ker ω and thereby generate geometric gauge symmetries.
In general, the Lagrangian and the Hamiltonian field equations have consistent so-

lutions on the final constraint submanifolds Sf ⊆ J1π and Pf ⊆ Po ⊂ J1∗π, respectively,
where FL (Sf ) = Pf . Moreover, vector fields X ∈ X(J1π) which generate Noether sym-
metries on J1π must be tangent to Sf in order to preserve the full constraint structure of
the field theory under investigation; the tangency of X to Sf is guaranteed by ensuring
L(X)ΩL = 0 (at least on Sf ).

If X is FL -projectable from J1π, then, proceeding similarly as in the regular case,
the vector fields which generate Hamiltonian Noether symmetries on P0 are given by
Y0 = (FL 0)∗X ∈ X(P0), and it follows that,

0 = L(X)ΩL = L(X)(FL ∗
0Ω0

h) = FL ∗
0 [L(Y0)Ω

0
h] ⇐⇒ L(Y0)Ωh = 0 ,
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since FL is a submersion. Furthermore, as FL (Sf ) = Pf , the tangency of X to the La-
grangian final constraint submanifold Sf guarantees the tangency of Y0 to the Hamiltonian
final constraint submanifold Pf , as desired.

However, it is not always the case that a vector field on J1π is projectable onto P0 via
FL 0. As it is well-known, the necessary and sufficient condition is that [X, Y] ⊂ ker FL ∗,
for every Y ∈ ker FL ∗. Recall that a function f ∈ C∞(J1π) is FL -projectable if, and only
if, L(ΓI) f = 0. It follows that, locally, a vector field X ∈ J1π can be split as X = Xo + Y,
where Y ∈ ker FL ∗; then X is FL -projectable if, and only if, the component functions
of Xo are FL -projectable functions on J1π. Furthermore, it is sometimes the case that a
vector field on J1π is not FL -projectable as a result of a dependence of some components
of Xo on the functions which define Lagrangian constraints on J1π. When this occurs, it is
natural to project such a vector field to J1∗π from the constraint submanifold defined by
the aforementioned nonprojectable constraint functions. It is also important to note that
SOPDE Lagrangian constraints are not FL -projectable (see, for instance, [43]).

The following (commutative) diagram depicts the projection of Lagrangian constraint
submanifolds of J1π to Hamiltonian constraint submanifolds of J1∗π:

↪→

S f

Sf

FL

J1∗πJ1π

FL 0

P0

↪→

↪→
↪→

S1

S1

· P1

↪→

·
·

·
·

·

Pf

On the left-hand side of the diagram, the Lagrangian constraint algorithm starts with
compatibility constraints (if they exist) which define the constraint submanifold S1. The
next step in the algorithm is to impose the SOPDE condition which may produce additional
constraints which define the constraint submanifold S1. The rest of the algorithm continues
by imposing tangency of the multivector fields which are solutions to the field equations
to each constraint submanifold that appears, which may produce additional constraint
submanifolds until imposing tangency produces no new constraints (at which point the
constraint algorithm terminates). If no SOPDE constraints arise at the second stage of the
algorithm, then the tangecy constraint submanifolds are S2, . . . , S f ; if SOPDE constraints do
arise at the second stage of the algorithm, then the tangecy constraint submanifolds are
S2, . . . , Sf .

On the right-hand side of the diagram, P0 is the primary constraint submanifold
produced by the Legendre map FL , while P1 is defined by the compatibility constraints
(if they exist), and P2, . . . , Pf are the constraint submanifolds produced by the tangency
condition. Since SOPDE constraints are not FL -projectable, the Lagrangian constraint
submanifolds Si and Si land on the same Hamiltonian constraint submanifold Pi when
acted upon by the Legendre map.

As mentioned earlier, a vector field which produces a Noether symmetry on J1π may
be FL -projectable only from some of the Lagrangian constraint submanifolds Si (or Si). If
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this is the case, then the vector field produced by the push-forward of the Legendre map is
a vector field on the corresponding Hamiltonian constraint submanifold Pi. Furthermore, a
Noether symmetry may exist only on one of the Lagrangian constraint submanifolds Si (or
Si). If this is the case, then it follows that on the Hamiltonian side, the Noether symmetry
exists only on the corresponding constraint submanifold Pi. The collection of different
scenarios of how symmetries behave in the presence of premultisymplectic constraints are
listed as follows:

1. There exists some X ∈ X(J1π) such that L(X)ΩL = 0 and is FL -projectable only
from the constraint submanifold Sf ↪→ J1π. Then, on the corresponding Hamiltonian
constraint submanifold Pf ⊂ P0, there exists the vector field Y = FL ∗X|Sf ∈ X(Pf )

such that L(Y)Ω0
h|Pf = 0. Furthermore, the vector field X ∈ X(J1π) may or may not

be the local extension of some Z|Sf to J1π for some Z ∈ X(J1π).
2. There exists some X ∈ X(Sf ) such that L(X)ΩL |Sf = 0, and X is FL -projectable

only from Sf . Then, on the corresponding Hamiltonian constraint submanifold
Pf ⊂ P0, there exists the vector field Y|Pf = FL ∗X|Sf ∈ X(Pf )|Pf such that

L(Y)Ω0
h|Pf = 0. Furthermore, it is possible to construct a local extension of Y to

P0, denoted as Ỹ ∈ X(P0), but X ∈ X(J1π) may or may not be the local extension of
some Z|Sf to J1π for some Z ∈ X(J1π).

In the following sections, various field theories are worked out as examples whose sym-
metry structures in the presence of constraints exhibit special cases of the scenarios
described above.

5. Some Examples

In the next sections, we summarize the main results about gauge and Noether symme-
tries and their associated conserved quantities (given by the corresponding multimomen-
tum maps) of some differents and known classical field theories in theoretical physics. For
the details and calculations of the systems studied in Sections 5.1, 5.4 and 5.5 see [38].

5.1. Bosonic String Theories

Now spacetime M is a smooth (d + 1)-dimensional manifold endowed with a space-
time metric Gµν with signature (− + · · ·+). The string worldsheet Σ is a smooth two-
dimensional manifold and has local coordinates σa with a = 0, 1. The fields xµ(σ) are
the scalar fields on Σ given by the embedding maps X : Σ → M : σa 7→ xµ(σ) (see [44]
for a thorough presentation and discussion on String Theory); so the configuration bun-
dle E over Σ is E = Σ × M, with natural projection π : E → Σ whose sections are
φ : Σ → Σ × M : σa 7→ (σa, xµ(σ)). The Lagrangian and Hamiltonian phase bundles
J1π and J1π∗ have local coordinates (σa, xµ, xµ

a ) and (σa, xµ, pa
µ), respectively, and the jet

prolongations are j1φ : Σ×M→ J1π : σa 7→
(

σa, xµ(σ),
∂xµ

∂σa (σ)
)

.
The bosonic string theory is described by the standard Nambu–Goto Lagrangian density

L = L(σa, xµ, xµ
a )d

2σ = −T
√
−detg d2σ = −T

√
−det(Gµνxµ

a xν
b) d2σ ,

where T is called the string tension. This Lagrangian is regular as can be seen directly from
the regularity of the multi-Hessian matrix

∂2L
∂xµ

a ∂xν
b
= −T

√
−detg

[
Gµνgba − GµαGρνxα

c xρ
i

(
gbagci + gcbgai − gcagbi

)]
, (21)
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where gba ≡ (g−1)ba =
1

detg
εbcεadgdc. The Lagrangian energy function and the Poincaré–

Cartan forms on J1π are

EL =
∂L
∂xµ

a
xµ

a − L = −T
√
−detg (gbagab − 1) = −T

√
−detg ,

ΘL =
∂L
∂xµ

a
dxµ ∧ d1σa − EL ∧ d2σ = −T

√
−detg

[
Gµνgbaxν

bdxµ ∧ d1σa − d2σ
]

,

ΩL = T

{√
−detg

[
Gµνgba − GµαGβνxα

c xβ
i

(
gbagci + gcbgai − gcagbi

)]
dxb

ν ∧ dxµ ∧ d1σa

+
∂

∂xρ

(√
−detg Gµνgbaxν

b

)
dxρ ∧ dxµ ∧ d1σa

−
√
−detg

[
Gµνgba − GµαGβνxα

c xβ
i

(
gbagci + gcbgai − gcagbi

)]
xµ

a dxν
b ∧ d2σ

−
[

∂

∂σa

(√
−detg Gµνgbaxν

b

)
+

1
2

√
−detg gbaxα

a xβ
b ∂µGαβ

]
dxµ ∧ d2σ

}
.

Writing hab = (j1φ)∗gab, the resulting Euler–Lagrange equations are

0 = −
√
−deth hba ∂xα

∂σa
∂xβ

∂σb

∂Gαβ

∂xµ +
∂

∂σa

(√
−deth Gµνhba ∂xν

∂σb

)
+

∂

∂xρ

(√
−deth Gµνhba ∂xν

∂σb

)
∂xρ

∂σa

+
√
−deth

[
Gµνhba − GµαGβν

∂xα

∂σc
∂xβ

∂σi

(
hbahci + hcbhai − hcahbi

)] ∂2xν

∂σa∂σb .

The Legendre map FL : J1π → J1π∗ gives

FL ∗σa = σa, FL ∗xµ = xµ, FL ∗pa
µ = −T

√
−detg Gµνgbaxν

b ,

which is invertible due to the regularity of the generalized Hessian (21). Using that

Πab ≡ Gµν pa
µ pb

ν ⇒ FL ∗Πab = −T2detg gba

⇐⇒
FL ∗detΠ = (−T2detg)2det(g−1) = T4detg ,

and that Πab = 1
detΠ εcbεdaΠcd, it follows that

(FL −1)∗xν
b = − 1

T

√
−detΠ GµνΠab pa

µ ,

and therefore, the De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian function is

H(σa, xµ, pa
µ) ≡ pa

µ(FL −1)∗xµ
a − (FL −1)∗L = − 1

T

√
−detΠ ∈ C∞(J1π∗).

Then, the Hamilton–Cartan forms on J1∗π are given as

Θh = pa
µdxµ ∧ d1σa − H ∧ d2σ = pa

µdxµ ∧ d1σa +
1
T

√
−detΠ d2σ ,

Ωh = −dpa
µ ∧ dxµ ∧ d1σa + dH ∧ d2σ

= −dpa
µ ∧ dxµ ∧ d1σa −

√
−detΠ

T
Πba

(
1
2

∂µGρσ pa
ρ pb

σdxµ + Gµν pb
νdpa

µ

)
∧ d2σ.
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The field equations are the Hamilton–De Donder–Weyl equations given by

∂pa
µ

∂σa −
√
−detΠ

2T
Πba∂µGρσ pa

ρ pb
σ = 0,

∂xµ

∂σa +

√
−detΠ

T
ΠbaGµν pb

ν = 0.

The worldsheet diffeomorphisms are produced by transformations σa + ξa(σ); so the
vector field ξ ∈ X(Σ) which generates the worldsheet diffeomorphisms is given by

ξ = −ξa ∂

∂σa ∈ X(Σ).

Then, ξ ∈ X(Σ) can be lifted from Σ to the trivial bundle E = Σ×M and from E to J1π as

ξE = −ξa ∂

∂σa ∈ X(E), Xξ = −ξa ∂

∂σa + xµ
b

∂ξb

∂σa
∂

∂xµ
a
∈ X(J1π).

It follows that the field variation given by the generalized Lie derivative (8) of the local

sections φ : Σ→ E with respect to ξ is δXµ(σ) = −ξa ∂Xµ

∂σa . Furthermore,

L(Xξ)L = 0 ⇒ L(Xξ)ΘL = 0 ,

so the multimomentum map on J1π is

JL (Xξ) = −i(Xξ)ΘL = −T
√
−detg

(
εacξcGµνgbaxν

bdxµ + ξad1σa

)
∈ Ω1(J1π).

The vector field Yξ = FL ∗Xξ ∈ X(J1π∗) which generates the worldsheet diffeomorphisms
on J1∗π takes the form

Yξ = −ξa ∂

∂σa −
1
T

√
−detΠ GµνΠbc pb

ν
∂ξc

∂σa

∂

∂pµ
a

,

and the corresponding multimomentum map is

Jh(Yξ) = −i(Yξ)Θh = εacξc pa
µdxµ − 1

T

√
−detΠ ξad1σa ∈ Ω1(J1∗π).

On the other hand, spacetime diffeomorphisms are generated by the vector field

ζ = −ζµ ∂

∂xµ ∈ (M).

whose canonical lift from M to E and from E to J1π are

ζE = −ζµ ∂

∂xµ ∈ X(E), Xζ = −ζµ ∂

∂xµ − xν
a ∂νζµ ∂

∂xµ
a
∈ X(J1π).

Then, when ζ is a Killing vector field on M, it follows that

L(Xζ)L =
T
2

√
−detg gbaxν

b xµ
a L(ζ)Gµνd2σζE = −ζµ ∂

∂xµ ∈ E = 0 ⇒ L(Xζ)ΘL = 0 ,

and this means that spacetime isometries produce exact multisymplectomorphisms. So,
the multimomentum map on J1π is

JL (Xζ) = −i(Xζ)ΘL = T
√
−detg GµνGbaxν

b ξµd1σa ∈ Ω1(J1π).
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Furthermore, the exact multisymplectomorphisms of J1∗π are generated by

Yζ = FL ∗Xζ = −ξµ ∂

∂xµ +
1
T

√
−detΠ GµνΠba pb

µ

∂ξµ

∂xν

∂

∂pa
µ
∈ X(J1∗π) ,

and the corresponding multimomentum map is given by

Jh(Yζ) = −i(Yζ)Θh = −pa
µ ζµ d1σa ∈ Ω1(J1∗π).

5.2. Yang–Mills Theory

The Yang–Mills theory with non-Abelian gauge group SU(N) takes place on a four-
dimensional Minkowski spacetime manifold M endowed with the Minkowski metric
ηµν of signature (− + ++). The gauge connection is denoted as Aµ = Aa

µta, where
ta are the generators (in some matrix representation) of the corresponding Lie algebra
g = su(N). These generators satisfy [tb, tc] = f a

bcta
(
a = 1, . . . , dimG

)
, where f a

bc are the
structure constants. Then, J1π has local coordinates (xµ, Aa

ν, Aa
µν), while on J1∗π, they are

(xµ, Aa
ν, π

µν
a ). The Lagrangian density is

L = L d4x = −1
4

Fµν
a Fa

µνd4x ∈ Ω4(J1π) ,

where Fa
µν = Aa

µν − Aa
νµ − f a

bc Ab
µ Ac

ν give the non-Abelian field strength curvature tensor
when pulled back by j1φ. The Yang–Mills Lagrangian is singular as the multi-Hessian
is singular:

∂2L
∂Aa

µν∂Ab
ρσ

= δab(η
µσηνρ − ηµρηνσ).

Using the notation in which rank-2 tensor components split up into their symmetric part
V(µν) and antisymmetric part V[µν] as Vµν = V(µν) + V[µν], it is evident that the relevant
null vectors of the Hessian matrix above form the set of symmetric spacetime matrices{

Vµν = V(µν)

}
.

The Lagrangian energy function EL ∈ C∞(J1π) and the Poincaré–Cartan forms on
J1π are

EL = −Fµν
a Aa

µν +
1
4

Fµν
a Fa

µν.

ΘL = −Fµν
a dAa

ν ∧ d3xµ +

(
Fµν

a Aa
µν −

1
4

Fµν
a Fa

µν

)
d4x ,

ΩL = −(ηµσηνρ − ηµρηνσ)
(

dAaρσ + fabc Ab
σdAc

ρ

)
∧ dAa

ν ∧ d3xµ − f a
bcFµν

a Ab
µdAc

ν ∧ d4x

+(ηµσηνρ − ηµρηνσ)Aρσ
a

(
dAa

µν ∧ d4x + f a
bc Ab

µdAc
ν ∧ d4x

)
.

The resulting field equations are the Euler–Lagrange equations,

Da
µbFµν

a = 0 ,

where Da
µb =

(
∂

∂xµ − f a
cb Ac

µ

)
.

The Legendre map FL : J1π → J1∗π is almost regular, and its image is the primary
constraint submanifold P0 ⊂ J1∗π defined by

FL ∗π
µν
a = −Fµν

a . (23)
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It follows that, as Fµν
a = F[µν]

a , the image of FL gives π(µν) = 0. The Hamilton–Cartan
forms are

Θ0
h = π

[µν]
a dAa

ν ∧ d3xµ −
(

1
2

f a
bcπ

[µν]
a Ab

µ Ac
ν −

1
4

π
[µν]
a πa

[µν]

)
d4x ,

Ω0
h = −dπ

[µν]
a ∧ dAa

ν ∧ d3xµ +

[
1
2

(
f a
bc Ab

µ Ac
ν − πa

[µν]

)
dπ

[µν]
a + f a

bcπ
[µν]
a Ab

µdAc
ν

]
∧ d4x.

There are no Hamiltonian constraints other than the primary constraints (23), hence Pf = P0.
The (Hamilton)–De Donder–Weyl field equations for this theory are

Da
µbπ

[µν]
a = 0,

∂Aa
ν

∂xµ +
1
2

(
πa

µν − f a
bc Ab

µ Ac
ν

)
= 0.

The SU(N) gauge fields transform as

δAµ =
∂χ

∂xµ + [Aµ, χ] ≡ Dµχ , δAa
µ = δa

b
∂χb

∂xµ − f a
cbχb Ac

µ ≡ Da
µbχb ,

The vector field which generates the SU(N) transformations on E is

XE
χ = −Da

µbχb ∂

∂Aa
ν
∈ X(E) ,

the canonical lift of XE
χ to J1π is given by

Xχ = j1XE
χ = −Da

µbχb ∂

∂Aa
µ
−
(

∂Da
νbχb

∂xµ − f a
cb Ac

µνχb

)
∂

∂Aa
µν
∈ X(J1π) ,

and the FL -projection onto P0 ⊂ J1∗π, Yχ = FL ∗Xχ ∈ X(P0), is

Yχ = −Da
µbχb ∂

∂Aa
µ
−
[

∂Da
νbχb

∂xµ +
1
2

f a
cbχb

(
πc
[µν] − f c

deχb Ad
µ Ae

ν

)](
δµβδνα − δµαδνβ

) ∂

∂π
[αβ]
a

.

The corresponding multimomentum maps are

JL (Xχ) = −i(Xχ)ΘL = −Fµν
a Da

νbχbd3xµ ∈ Ω3(J1π) ,

J0
h(Yχ) = −i(Yχ)Θ0

h = π
[µν]
a Da

νbχbd3xµ ∈ Ω3(P0) .

Yang–Mills also exhibits spacetime isometries as a Noether symmetry. The infinitesi-
mal version of this symmetry begins by lifting Killing vectors, in this case of the Minkowski

metric, ξ = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ ∈ X(M), to the configuration bundle,

ξE = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ + Aa
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ

∂

∂Aa
µ
∈ X(E).

It follows that the canonical lift to the multivelocity phase space J1π is given as

Xξ = j1ξE = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ + Aa
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ

∂

∂Aa
µ
+

(
Aa

νµ
∂ξν

∂xρ + Aa
ρν

∂ξν

∂xµ

)
∂

∂Aa
ρµ

,

and the corresponding multimomentum map on J1π is

JL (Xξ) = −i(Xξ)ΘL

= Fµν
a Aa

ρ
∂ξρ

∂xν
d3xµ + Fµν

a ξρdAa
ν ∧ d2xµρ +

(
Fµν

a Aa
µν −

1
4

Fa
µνFµν

a

)
ξρd3xρ .
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The FL projection of Xξ is

Yξ = FL ∗Xξ = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ + Aa
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ

∂

∂Aa
µ

+ηαµηβρ

[(
πb[µν] − fbcd Ac

µ Ad
ν

) ∂ξν

∂xρ +
(

πb[νρ] − fbcd Ac
ν Ad

ρ

) ∂ξν

∂xµ

]
∂

∂π
[αβ]
b

,

and the resulting multimomentum map on P0 ⊂ J1π∗ is

J0
h(Yξ) = −π

[µν]
a Aa

ρ
∂ξρ

∂xν
d3xµ − π

[µν]
a ξρdAa

ν ∧ d2xµρ −
(

π
[µν]
a Aa

µν +
1
4

πa
[µν]π

[µν]
a

)
ξρd3xρ .

5.3. Chern–Simons Theory

For the multisymplectic treatment of the Chern–Simons theory with the Abelian gauge
group U(1), see [16]. Consider Chern–Simons theory in 2+ 1 dimensions with gauge group
G = SU(N), dim G = N2 − 1. The gauge connection is denoted as Aµ = Aa

µta ,where
ta are the generators (in some matrix representation) of the corresponding Lie algebra
g = su(N). The generators satisfy [tb, tc] = f a

bcta, a = 1, . . . , dim G, where f a
bc are structure

constants. Then, J1π has local coordinates (xµ, Aa
ν, Ab

µν). Now, let A = Aµdxµ ∈ Ω1(J1π)

and F = 1
2 Fµνdxµ ∧ dxν ∈ Ω2(J1π), with Fµν ≡ 2A[µν] +

1
2
[Aµ, Aν]; so the Chern–Simons

Lagrangian density is

L = L(xµ, Aν, Aµν)d3x = Tr
[

F ∧ A− 1
3

A ∧ A ∧ A
]
= εµνρTr

[
Aµν Aρ +

2
3

Aµ Aν Aρ

]
d3x

= εµνρgab

(
−1

4
Fa

µν Ab
ρ +

1
6

f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρ

)
d3x = −1

2
εµνρgab

(
Aa

µν Ab
ρ +

2
3

f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρ

)
d3x ,

where the trace shown above is ad-invariant on the Lie algebra and can thereby be taken
using the Cartan–Killing metric gab = −2Tr(tatb) on g. This theory is singular as the
Hessian is

∂2L
∂Aa

µν∂Ab
ρσ

= 0.

The Lagrangian energy and the Poincaré–Cartan forms are given by

EL ≡
∂L

∂Aa
µν

Aa
µν − L =

1
3

εµνρgab f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρ ∈ C∞(J1π) ,

ΘL = −εµνρgab

[
1
2

Ab
ρdAa

ν ∧ d2xµ +
1
3

f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρd3x
]

,

ΩL = εµνρgab

[
1
2

dAb
ρ ∧ dAa

ν ∧ d2xµ + f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
νdAd

ρ ∧ d3x
]

.

The Lagrangian constraint in this theory arises from imposing the SOPDE condition on the
multivector field solutions to the Lagrangian field equations, giving the following constraint

εµνρ
(

gab Ab
µν + gdb f b

ca Ad
µ Ac

ν

)
= 0 ,

which defines the submanifold Sf ⊂ J1π. The tangency condition on this submanifold
gives no new constraints.

The multimomentum phase space J1∗π has local coordinates (xµ, Aa
ν, π

µν
a ), and the

Legendre map FL : J1π → J1π∗ : (xµ, Aa
ν, Aa

µν) 7→ (xµ, Aa
ν, π

µν
a ) satisfies

FL ∗π
µν
a =

∂L

∂Aa
µν

= −1
2

εµνρgab Ab
ρ ,
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which means that the image of FL is the submanifold P0 ⊂ J1∗π defined by the constraints

π
µν
a +

1
2

εµνρgab Ab
ρ = 0.

Thus, local coordinates on P0 are (xµ, Aa
ν). The De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian function is

H0(xµ, Aν) =
1
3

εµνρgab f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρ ∈ C∞(P0) ,

and the Hamilton–Cartan forms on P0 are

Θ0
h = −εµνρgab

[
1
2

Ab
ρdAa

ν ∧ d2xµ +
1
3

f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρd3x
]

,

Ω0
h = εµνρgab

[
1
2

dAb
ρ ∧ dAa

ν ∧ d2xµ + f b
cd Aa

µ Ac
νdAd

ρ ∧ d3x
]

.

There are no further Hamiltonian constraints other than the primary constraints and
FL (Sf ) = P0. The field equations in both the Langrangian and Hamiltonian settings are

εµννgab

(
∂µ Ab

ν + f b
dc Ad

µ Ac
ν

)
= 0 ⇒ Fb

µν = 0 ⇒ Fµν = 0.

The gauge symmetry group SU(N) of the Chern–Simons theory produces infinitesimal
transformations

δAµ = Dµχ = ∂µχ + [Aµ, χ] , δAa
µ = Da

µbχb = δa
b∂µχb − f a

cbχb Ac
µ ,

where χ = χata ∈ C∞(M). The vector field which generates the SU(N) transformations on
E is

XE
χ = −Da

µbχb ∂

∂Aa
ν
∈ X(E) ,

whose canonical lift to J1π is

Xχ = j1XE
χ = −Da

µbχb ∂

∂Aa
µ
−
(

∂Da
νbχb

∂xµ − f a
cb Ac

µνχb

)
∂

∂Aa
µν
∈ X(J1π),

and its FL -projection onto P0 ⊂ J1∗π is

Yχ = FL ∗Xχ = −Da
µbχb ∂

∂Aa
µ
∈ X(P0).

Finally, the corresponding multimomentum maps are

JL (Xχ) = −i(Xχ)ΘL = −1
2

εµνρgab Ab
ρDa

νbχbd2xµ ∈ Ω2(J1π) ,

J0
h(Yχ) = −i(Yχ)Θ0

h = −1
2

εµνρgab Ab
ρDa

νbχbd2xµ ∈ Ω2(J1π) ∈ Ω2(P0).

Exactly as in the Yang–Mills theory, spacetime diffeomorphisms which are isometries

are a Noether symmetry generated by the Killing vector field ξ = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ ∈ X(M).
The canonical lift to the configuration bundle E is

ξE = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ + Aa
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ

∂

∂Aa
ν
∈ X(E) ,
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which can be lifted again to J1π, giving

Xξ = j1ξE = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ + Aa
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ

∂

∂Aa
µ
+

(
Aa

νµ
∂ξν

∂xρ + Aa
ρν

∂ξν

∂xµ

)
∂

∂Aa
ρµ
∈ X(J1π) ,

as before. The corresponding multimomentum map JL (Xξ) ∈ Ω2(J1π) is

JL (Xξ) = − i(Xξ)ΘL

= εµνρgab

[
1
2

Ab
ρ

(
Aa

σ
∂ξσ

∂xν
d2xµ + ξσdAa

ν ∧ d1xµσ

)
− 1

3
f b
cdξσ Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρd2xσ

]
.

Furthermore, the projection of Xξ ∈ X(J1π) to P0 ⊂ J1π∗ is

Yξ = FL ∗Xξ = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ + Aa
ν

∂ξν

∂xµ

∂

∂Aa
µ
∈ X(P0).

The resulting multimomentum map J0
h(Yξ) ∈ Ω2(P0) is

J0
h(Yξ) = −i(Yξ)Θ0

h

= εµνρgab

[
1
2

Ab
ρ

(
Aa

σ
∂ξσ

∂xν
d2xµ + ξσdAa

ν ∧ d1xµσ

)
− 1

3
f b
cdξσ Aa

µ Ac
ν Ad

ρd2xσ

]
.

5.4. Electric Carrollian Scalar Field Theory

Consider two scalar fields φ(x) and π(x) which are given as the local sections φ :
M→ E : xµ 7→ (xµ, φ(x), π(x)) of a configuration bundle π : E→ M : (φ, π) 7→ xµ, where
M is an m-dimensional spacetime manifold with Minkowski metric ηµν. Now, take the
electric Carrollian contraction of the following Lagrangian,

L = πφ0 −
1
2

π2 − 1
2

φiφ
i ∈ C∞(J1π) , (27)

by making the field redefinition φ(x)→ cφ(x), π(x)→ 1
c π(x)„ and taking the limit c→ 0

for the speed of light. It follows that the Minkowski metric becomes degenerate:

ds2 = ηµνdxµ ⊗ dxν = −c2dx0 ⊗ dx0 + δijdxi ⊗ dxj −→ δijdxi ⊗ dxj. (28)

The Lagrangian function L ∈ C∞(J1π) which is obtained from the electric Carrollian
contraction of (27) is

L = πφ0 −
1
2

π2 ,

which is the electric Carrollian scalar field Lagrangian studied in this section. This La-

grangian is singular since
∂2L

∂φµ∂φν
=

∂2L
∂πµ∂πν

=
∂2L

∂πµ∂φν
= 0. The Lagrangian energy

function and the Poincaré–Cartan forms are

EL =
1
2

π2 ∈ C∞(J1π) ,

ΘL = πdφ ∧ dm−1x0 −
1
2

π2dmx ∈ Ωm(J1π) ,

ΩL = dφ ∧ dπ ∧ dn−1x0 + πdπ ∧ dmx ∈ Ωm+1( J1π).

Again, the compatibility of the Lagrangian field equations produce two SOPDE constraints

π0 = 0 , φ0 − π = 0 ,
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which define the constraint submanifold Sf ⊂ J1π, and the tangency condition on this
submanifold gives no new constraints.

The Legendre map is

FL ∗p0
φ ≡

∂L
∂φ0

= π , FL ∗pi
φ =

∂L
∂φi

= 0 , FL ∗pµ
π =

∂L
∂πµ

= 0 ,

and gives the primary constraints

p0
φ − π = 0, pi

φ = 0 , pµ
π = 0 ,

which define the submanifold P0 ⊂ J1π∗ with local coordinates (xµ, φ, π). The Lagrangian
function L is almost regular, and the De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian is

H0 =
1
2

π2 ∈ C∞(P0) ,

and the Hamilton-Cartan forms are

Θ0
h = πdφ ∧ dm−1x0 −

1
2

π2dmx ∈ Ωm(P0) ,

Ω0
h = dφ ∧ dπ ∧ dm−1x0 + πdπ ∧ dmx.

The spacetime symmetries are the Carroll transformations [26]

x′0 = x0 + bkxk , x′i = xi + εi
jx

j ⇒ x′µ = Cµ
νxν , (29)

where C0
0 = 1, C0

k = bk, Ck
0 = 0 and (Ci

j) ∈ O(d). These transformations are represented
infinitesimally by

Cµ
ν = δ

µ
ν + ε

µ
ν , (30)

so that now bk = ε0
k is infinitesimal. Up to linear terms in φ′(x′) = φ(x) and π′(x′) = π(x),

the infinitesimal transformations of the fields are

δφ(x) ≡ φ′(x)− φ(x) = −εα
βxβ ∂φ

∂xα
= −bkxk ∂φ

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂φ

∂xi ,

δπ(x) ≡ π′(x)− π(x) = −εα
βxβ ∂π

∂xα
= −bkxk ∂π

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂π

∂xi .

Furthermore,

φ′µ(x′) =
∂xν

∂x′µ
φν(x) ⇐⇒ φ′µ(C · x) = (C−1)ν

µφν(x) ,

where C ≡ (Cµ
ν) and C · x ≡ Cµ

νxν; hence,

δφµ(x) ≡ φ′µ(x)− φµ(x) = −εν
µφν − εα

βxβ ∂φµ

∂xα
,

δπµ(x) ≡ π′µ(x)− πµ = −εν
µπν − εα

βxβ ∂πµ

∂xα
.

Component-wise,

δφ0(x) = −εα
βxβ ∂φ0

∂xα
= −bkxk ∂φ0

∂x0 − εk
jx

j ∂φ0

∂xk ,

δφi(x) = −εν
iφν − εα

βxβ ∂φi
∂xα

= −biφ0 − εk
iφk − bkxk ∂φi

∂x0 − εk
jx

j ∂φi

∂xk ,

and similarly for the components of δπµ(x). Under the transformations presented above,

the Lagrangian transforms as δL (x) = −∂α

(
εα

βxβL (x)
)

. These transformations are

produced by the Lie derivatives of the local sections φ : M → E and j1φ : M → J1π by a
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vector field ξ = −ξµ(x)
∂

∂xµ ∈ X(M) which generates the Carroll transformations; where

now ξµ(x) = ε
µ
νxν is given by (29) and (30). The vector field which generates the Carroll

transformations on the configuration bundle E is

ξE = −ε
µ
νxν ∂

∂xµ ∈ X(E) ,

while the canonical lift of ξE to J1π is given by

X = −ε
µ
νxν ∂

∂xµ + εν
µφν

∂

∂φµ
+ εν

µπν
∂

∂πµ

= −bixi ∂

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂

∂xi +
(

biφ0 + ε
j
iφj

) ∂

∂φi
+
(

biπ0 + ε
j
iπj

) ∂

∂πi
∈ X(J1π).

Evidently, X is tangent to the constraint submanifold Sf since L(X)(π − φ0) = 0 and
L(X)π0 = 0. Finally, since L(X)L = 0⇒ L(X)ΘL = 0, the momentum map JL (X) corre-
sponding to the Carroll spacetime transformations in the Lagrangian setting is given by

JL (X) = −i(X)ΘL

= −εi
jx

jπdφ ∧ dm−2x0i −
1
2

π2
(

bixidm−1x0 + εi
jx

jdm−1xi

)
∈ Ωm−1(J1π).

In the Hamiltonian setting, which takes place on P0 ⊂ J1π∗, the momentum map
J0
h(Y) ∈ Ωm−1(P0) is constructed using the vector field

Y = FL 0∗X = −ε
µ
νxν ∂

∂xµ = −bixi ∂

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂

∂xi ∈ X(P0).

As in the Lagrangian setting, L(Y)Θ0
h = 0 and J0

h(Y) is given by

J0
h(Y) = −i(Y)Θ0

h = −εi
jx

jπ dφ ∧ dm−2x0i −
1
2

π2
(

bixidm−1x0 + εi
jx

jdm−1xi

)
.

5.5. Magnetic Carrollian Scalar Field Theory

The magnetic Carrollian contraction [26] of the canonical Klein–Gordon Lagrangian
is performed by reinserting the factors of c (speed of light) into the Lagrangian (27) and
taking the limit c → 0. The Minkowski metric (28) becomes degenerate as in the electric
Carrollian scalar field theory. The Lagrangian function L ∈ C∞(J1π) obtained from taking
the magnetic Carrollian contraction of the canonical Klein–Gordon Lagrangian (27) is

L = πφ0 −
1
2

φiφ
i.

This Lagrangian is singular since the components of the Hessian matrix (with respect to the
multivelocities) are

∂2L
∂φ0∂φ0

= 0,
∂2L

∂φ0∂φi
= 0,

∂2L
∂φi∂φj

= −δij,
∂2L

∂πµ∂πν
= 0,

∂2L
∂πµ∂φν

= 0.

The Lagrangian energy function and the Poincaré–Cartan forms are now

EL = −1
2

φiφ
i ∈ C∞(J1π) ,

ΘL = πdφ ∧ dm−1x0 − φidφ ∧ dm−1xi +
1
2

φiφ
idmx ∈ Ωm(J1π) ,

ΩL = dφ ∧ dπ ∧ dm−1x0 + dφi ∧ dφ ∧ dm−1xi + φidφi ∧ dmx ∈ Ωm+1(J1π),
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and ΩL is a premultisymplectic form. Imposing the SOPDE condition,

Ci
i − π0 = 0 , φ0 = 0.

The first equation gives a relation for the coefficients Ci
i , and the second one is a SOPDE-

constraint which defines the constraint submanifold S1 ↪→ J1π, and no more constraints
arise from the constraint algorithm.

The Legendre map FL : J1π → J1π∗ gives the multimomenta

FL ∗p0
φ =

∂L

∂φ0
= π, FL ∗pi

φ =
∂L

∂φi
= −φi, FL ∗pµ

π =
∂L

∂πµ
= 0.

It follows that p0
φ − π = 0 and pµ

π = 0 are primary constraints which define the primary
constraint submanifold P0 ↪→ J1π∗ with local coordinates (xµ, φ, π, pi

φ), and the Lagrangian
is again almost regular. The De Donder–Weyl Hamiltonian H0 ∈ C∞(P0) is given by

H0 = −1
2

pφi pi
φ ,

and the Hamilton–Cartan forms on P0 are

Θ0
h = πdφ ∧ dm−1x0 + pi

φdφ ∧ dm−1xi +
1
2

pφi pi
φdmx ∈ Ωm(P0) ,

Ω0
h = dφ ∧ dπ ∧ dm−1x0 + dφ ∧ dpi

φ ∧ dm−1xi − pφidpi
φ ∧ dmx ∈ Ωm+1(P0) .

The Carroll transformations which are symmetries for the magnetic scalar field theory
are written slightly differently than for the electric scalar field and are

δφ(x) = −εα
βxβ ∂φ

∂xα
= −bkxk ∂φ

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂φ

∂xi ,

δπ(x) = −εα
βxβ ∂π

∂xα
− biφ

i = −bkxk ∂π

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂π

∂xi − biφ
i ,

δφ0(x) = −εα
βxβ ∂φ0

∂xα
= −bkxk ∂φ0

∂x0 − εk
jx

j ∂φ0

∂xk ,

δφi(x) = −εν
iφν − εα

βxβ ∂φi
∂xα

= −biφ0 − εk
iφk − bkxk ∂φi

∂x0 − εk
jx

j ∂φi

∂xk .

Under these transformations, the Lagrangian transforms as δL(x) = − ∂

∂xα

(
εα

βxβL(x)
)

.

Notice that the field π(x) no longer transforms as a Carrollian scalar; instead, π(x) trans-

forms under a Carroll spacetime transformation −εα
βxβ ∂π

∂xα
plus a term −biφ

i(x) which
cannot be represented on E. The field transformations behave geometrically as the Lie
derivatives of the local sections j1φ : M → J1π. The vector field generating the Carroll
transformations on J1π is

X = −ε
µ
νxν ∂

∂xµ + biφ
i ∂

∂π
+ εν

µφν
∂

∂φµ
+ εν

µπν
∂

∂πµ

= −bixi ∂

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂

∂xi + biφ
i ∂

∂π
+
(

biφ0 + ε
j
iφj

) ∂

∂φi
+ εν

µπν
∂

∂πµ
∈ X(J1π) ,

which is tangent to the constraint submanifold S1 ⊂ J1π, given by the constraint φ0 = 0,
since L(X)φ0 = 0. Furthermore, although the vector field X leaves the Lagrangian density
invariant (L(X)L = 0), it does not produce an exact Noether symmetry as

L(X)ΘL = biφ0(φid
mx− dφ ∧ dm−1xi).
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Moreover, the vector field X as written above on all of J1π is not projectable onto P0 ⊂ J1π∗.
Instead, X on S1 given by

X|S1
= −bixi ∂

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂

∂xi + biφ
i ∂

∂π
+ ε

j
iφj

∂

∂φi
+ εν

µπν
∂

∂πµ
, (31)

is FL 0-projectable onto P0, giving

Y = FL 0∗X|S1 = −bixi ∂

∂x0 − εi
jx

j ∂

∂xi − bi pi
φ

∂

∂π
+ εi

j p
j
φ

∂

∂pi
φ

∈ X(P0).

Now, letting X̃ be the local extension of X|S1 to J1π whose coordinate expression given by
(31), it follows that L(X̃)ΘL = 0 on J1π. It is thereby possible to define the momentum
maps, giving

JL (X̃) = −i(X̃)ΘL = −
(

εi
jx

jπ + bjxjφi
)

dφ ∧ dm−2x0i + φiε
j
kxkdφ ∧ dm−2xij

+
1
2

φiφ
i
(

bkxkdm−1x0 + εk
jx

jdm−1xk

)
∈ Ωm−1(J1π) ,

J0
h(Y) = −i(Y)Θ0

h = −
(

εi
jx

jπ − bjxj pi
φ

)
dφ ∧ dm−2x0i − pi

φε
j
kxkdφ ∧ dm−2xij

+
1
2

pφi pi
φ

(
bkxkdm−1x0 + εk

jx
jdm−1xk

)
∈ Ωm−1(P0).

6. Conclusions

One of the primary objectives achieved in this work is the precise connection of how
classical field theories are studied in the standard physics literature and how they are
treated in the more modern works of (pre)multisymplectic geometry. This work provides
a general overview of Cartan (Noether) symmetries present in (pre)multisymplectic ge-
ometry and how they are used to describe Noether symmetries in classical field theories
both in the Lagrangian and DeDonder–Weyl Hamiltonian formalisms. In the literature
of differential geometry, the treatment of Cartan symmetries is well-known [9,14,16,17].
However, subtleties arise in the treatment of Noether symmetries of field theories whose
Lagrangians are singular; the constraints of such singular field theories are obtained from
the premultisymplectic forms of the corresponding multiphase spaces [38]. In particu-
lar, the analysis of Noether symmetries in the presence of the constraints is described in
this paper.

More specifically, the Noether symmetries of classical field theories developed on the
relevant (pre)multisymplectic multi-phase spaces are encoded by their conserved quantities,
called multimomentum maps (as described by Noether’s theorem). The construction of the
relevant multimomentum maps is carried out explicitly for various singular field theories
that are important in theoretical physics. These multimomentum maps give the standard
Noether currents of classical field theories when pulled back by local sections which map
from the base space of the bundle structure to the multi-phase spaces. Furthermore, the
multimomentum maps associated with gauge symmetries are essential for carrying out a
desired symmetry reduction procedure (or gauge fixing), e.g., [19]; the formal development
of such symmetry reduction procedures in premultisymplectic field theories continues to
be an open area of research (see, for instance, [18,45,46]).
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Appendix A. Multivector Fields on Manifolds and Fiber Bundles

(See Refs. [37,47,48]). Let M be an N-dimensional differentiable manifold. The m-

multivector fields in M (m ≤ N) are the sections of the m-multitangent bundle
m∧

TM :=
m︷ ︸︸ ︷

TM ∧ . . . ∧ TM ; that is, the skew-symmetric contravariant tensor fields of order m in M ;
the set of which is denoted Xm(M ). Then, if X ∈ Xm(M ), for every point ȳ ∈M , there is
an open neighbourhood U ⊂M and X1, . . . , Xr ∈ X(U) such that, for m 6 r 6 dim M ,

X|U = ∑
1≤i1<...<im≤r

f i1 ...im Xi1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xim ,

with f i1 ...im ∈ C∞(U). In particular, X ∈ Xm(M ) is said to be a locally decomposable mul-
tivector field if there exist X1, . . . , Xm ∈ X(U) such that X|U = X1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xm. The locally
decomposable m-multivector fields are locally associated with m-dimensional distributions
D ⊂ TM , and this splits Xm(M ) into equivalence classes {X} ⊂ Xm(M ) which are made
of the locally decomposable multivector fields associated with the same distribution. If
X, X′ ∈ {X} then, for every U ⊂M , there exists a non-vanishing function f ∈ C∞(U) such
that X′ = f X on U.

If Ω ∈ Ωp(M ) and X ∈ Xm(M ), the contraction between X and Ω is the natural
contraction between tensor fields; in particular, it gives zero when p < m and, if p ≥ m,

i(X)Ω |U := ∑
1≤i1<...<im≤r

f i1 ...im i(X1 ∧ . . . ∧ Xm)Ω = ∑
1≤i1<...<im≤r

f i1 ...im i(Xm) . . . i(X1)Ω.

The Lie derivative of Ω with respect to X is the graded bracket (of degree m− 1)

L(X)Ω := [d, i(X)]Ω = (d i(X)− (−1)m i(X)d)Ω.

If X ∈ Xi(M ) and Y ∈ Xj(M ), the Schouten-Nijenhuis bracket of X, Y is the bilinear
map X, Y 7→ [X, Y], where [X, Y] is a (i + j− 1)-multivector field obtained as the graded
commutator of L(X) and L(Y); that is,

L([X, Y])Ω := [L(X), L(Y)]Ω.

This is an operation of degree i + j − 2 which is also called the Lie derivative of Y
with respect to X, and is denoted L(X)Y := [X, Y]. Furthermore, if Y ∈ X(M ) and
X ∈ Xm(M ), then

i([Y, X])Ω = L(Y) i(X)Ω− i(X)L(Y)Ω. (A1)

Now, let $ : M → M a fiber bundle. A multivector field X ∈ Xm(M ) is $-transverse
if, for every β ∈ Ωm(M) such that β$(p) 6= 0, at every point p ∈ M , we have that
(i(X)(π̄k∗β))p 6= 0. We are interested in the integrable multivector fields, which are those
locally decomposable multivector fields whose associated distribution is integrable. Then,
if X ∈ Xm(M ) is integrable and $-transverse, its integral manifolds are local sections of the
projection $ : M → M.

In the particular case where M = J1π and we have the jet bundle π̄1 : J1π → M; an
integrable multivector field X ∈ Xm(M ) is said to be holonomic if its integral sections are
holonomic sections of π̄1.
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